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 Preface 
“All that we are and will do depends, in the last analysis,
upon what we believe the nature of things to be.” ~ English
novelist and philosopher Aldous Huxley

From infancy you have sought to control what you could
to achieve your desires. Your continuing success depends
upon your comprehension, and upon your own self-control.
At ~5 years, a child discovers deception: that people, and
the world at large, are not necessarily what they appear to
be. With abiding skepticism, an inquisitive seeker uncovers
more questions than answers: that Nature is breathtakingly
unfathomable in its coherent intricacy, and that the mind –
the sole tool for sussing one's way through life – sometimes
plays tricks that delude and sap one's spirits.
Some turn to religion for the comfort of solution; others
science. Both come up short, because both involve beliefs, and
beliefs are bosh.
If you want answers of how the world really works, and
how to make the most of your life, you hold in your hands the
short course that can take you to clarity.
“The longest trip you'll take is inside.” ~ South African musician Trevor Rabin in the song "Endless Dream" (1994)

 Theory 
“The obscure takes time to see, but the obvious takes longer.”
~ American broadcast journalist Edward Murrow

This chapter is titled theory because truth is beyond concepts, and concepts are all that may be conveyed. That, and
a theory is a principle which affords a plan of action, which is
precisely what this chapter aims at: giving you a foundation
for living fulfilled, by understanding reality as it is, as contrasted to how it appears.
Worldviews are built by fitting theories together. Theorization is the modus operandi of philosophy and science.
Facts are fodder for theory, and theory the foundation for
fact. A fact is formed though a construal. Facts are manufactured through the application of theories.
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“Observations always involve theory.” ~ American astronomer Edwin Hubble

Your approach to solving life problems emanate from
your worldview, which is your ideology of life. Worldview derives from an accretion of construals that begins in infancy
and evolves in light of experience and social intercourse.
You have encountered people with strikingly different
worldviews and seen how differently they treat the world,
and how the world treats them. Some worldviews work better
than others.
Few people consciously chose their worldview. To improve
your own world, insist on being exceptional.
Driven by discontent with their internal state, spiritual
seekers search for answers that ring of truth. As you now
know, you are going to have to settle for theory – at least until
you cage that animal mind of yours and hear the truth that
will come to you in silence: the truth that is beyond concepts.

 Well-being 
“The purpose of life is to live it, to taste experience to the
utmost.” ~ American diplomat Eleanor Roosevelt

Do you know what you live for? Regardless of who you
are, the answer comes out the same: you live for those moments when you feel intimately connected to something other
than yourself. The emotional zing may be felt as love or bliss,
but the generalized sensation of these experiences is enjoyment. In essence, you live for entertainment.
You've met people who don't have a clue; or someone who
has a grasp but is looking at a situation the wrong way. In
either instance, they suffer from the wrong perspective.
Beyond sheer dimness, the clueless are blocking their
own way with misguided beliefs, whereas malcontents are
seething by seeing problems without looking for the opportunities which lurk underneath. These people have limited
their own field of vision: the incognizant by not seeing what
is, and the disheartened by not imagining what could be, or
not taking the perceived tragedy for the comedy that it is.
Folly is what fools do best.

Theory
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You already know the importance of existing in actuality
(not fantasy) and looking at events from a constructive perspective. Take the next step. Only by living in clarity can you
minimize your discomfort and maximize your enjoyment.

From infancy we seek to understand. We do so first out of
wonder, then out of curiosity, then for control. The one constant for everyone is that we want things to go our way and
do what we will to make it so.
When we sought our first bit of independence, we were
astonished to learn that the world does not cater to our
whims. This age is called the "terrible twos" for good reason.
With the first flushes of frustration comes rage: the outrageous discovery that we may be thwarted, and, on top of that,
that our own emotions can beleaguer us!
Our next big childhood lesson is one we long strive to master: that control is a matter of self-control. We must thwart
our own impulsiveness and exercise patience to accomplish
our goals.
Another aspect of control we struggle with is learning
what we may, or should even try to, control beyond our own
mind. It is a significant step to wisdom to practice external
control judiciously, and to accept what is beyond one's ability
to alter.

 The Architecture of Entertainment 
“Know that the world is uncreated, as time itself is, without
beginning and end.” ~ 9th-century Jain text Mahapurana

An eternity of nothingness would be the epitome of monotony; whence Nature: the exhibition of existence.
The process of sussing Nature's little secrets is endless
because Nature is infinitely intricate. Despite the overwhelming complexity, Nature's fundamental architecture is
apparent. Let's look at the indispensable ingredients for existence as an entertainment platform.
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Diversity



There would be no show if existence were a singularity.
Indeed, Nature loves variety. This is most apparent in biology. Life on Earth has been an unimaginable potpourri.
If there weren't so much diversity, so much complexity,
Nature would not be nearly so interesting. Nature's entertainment potential is enlivened by it being a convoluted conglomeration.


Consistency



The present moment is only an incremental change from
a moment ago; necessarily so. If the world changed unrecognizably from moment to moment the confusion would be insufferable. If you spontaneously changed sense of self would
evaporate. Comprehension begins with consistency.
Consistency is cardinal for your mind to function. Time is
the medium of continuity.
Memory is a critical aspect of continuity. To comprehend
anything, you have to remember what went on before. Just
as consciousness is the platform for being aware of the moment, memory is the means for appreciating continuity. Only
because of memory can you construe a context. Indeed, a context is a construct in memory.
Doubtlessly you have experienced distress at not knowing
the current location of a desired object. Life would be inoperable if that was an environmental norm.
Spatial (topographic) memory is vital to a comprehensible
world. The harmony of consistency is attained by remembering the locations of objects in space.
Categorization plays an essential role in having a sense
of continuity. All objects decay in time, foods especially
quickly. Categorization lets you recognize the same object in
different states. Learning about processes is only possible
through object categorization.


Entanglement



Existence is an ongoing interaction between the entities
within it. Everything is entangled.

Theory
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“Our universe is fundamentally interconnected as a unified
entity.” ~ English cosmologist Jude Currivan

Nature would be a nonstarter if everything were in its
own little bubble, unable to interact with its environment.
Interactivity defines living. Your world is defined by the interplay you have which become your experiences – events as
processes, not objects per se. (Objects include animate bodies.
Your body is an object.)
The objects aren't what's important: it's what you do with
them. Then again, it's not even what you do with objects: it's
what they do for, or to, you. Activity is always aimed at some
satisfaction: you do something hoping for something in return. Effort always has an aim. Desire is a stab at momentary satisfaction. Both the cause (desire) and the effect
(satisfaction) are processes which transpire in the mind.

 Objects 
“We only notice an object once our unconscious has
calculated its importance.” ~ Korean-born Canadian cognitive
scientist Diana Kwon

Diversity and entanglement imply distinctive objects.
Objects are the propulsive illusion of the entertainment
platform.
Your mind presents the world to you as a collection of objects. But everything you experience are processes, with objects as instruments. This ruse runs to the core of Nature –
the materials of which objects are made emanate from energy, which is nothing but the idea of process.
Actuality is a cognized representation of the world, including your own mind-body set into an ecosystem, with all
the objects within dynamically interacting as gyres. A gyre is
a dynamo which interacts with its environment, which includes other gyres. As gyres may be inorganic or biological,
the world is a system of interactive gyres.
Appreciating all before you as process, rather than material objects, is a tremendous paradigm shift. The validity of
that view is confirmed by thinking about the effect of time.
Everything in Nature exists for a limited duration. Matter invariably goes through phase transitions in the time
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span between its energetic creation and its inevitable entropic demise: fruit rots, bodies die, mountains crumble, galaxies run out of gas, the universe vanishes.
While the only moment is now, now doesn't really do you
any good. Now is just a steppingstone to what's next. Without
time you don't effectively exist – you're like a fly trapped in
amber.
Your very existence, and all of the show called Nature, is
mostly aptly characterized as undergoing a continual phase
transition. All is process, disguised as objects.
Objects are now. Processes are emergence: continuously
becoming. The real reason to be fully aware in the moment is
so you're as prepared as you can be for what's coming; because now just doesn't stick around.
The past is dead, and you cannot revive it. The future isn't
here yet, so you're stuck in now. So, go ahead, enjoy the objects. Just know they're only temporary. Don't get attached.


Consciousness



The essence of life is consciousness. Your consciousness is
your platform for awareness: the capability to perceive.
Consciousness is quietly attentive. In noisy contrast, all
the bustle between your ears is your mind at work.


Ignorance



“In the end, we're all stories.” ~ Scottish television writer
Steven Moffat

Every engaging tale has had characters who faced a challenge and strove their way to a denouement. All stories are
of struggle. The central conflict may be entirely within the
protagonist's mind: a miscomprehension which is resolved in
a triumph of understanding or a tragedy of cluelessness sustained. As we are social creatures, most of our stories are of
conflicting desires between people.
The source of struggle is ignorance. Ignorance has 2 facets: lacking relevant information (fact-ignorance or fignorance), or having the wrong worldview (perspectiveignorance, or pignorance). In this book, the casual use of the
word ignorance primarily means pignorance.

Theory
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Logically, fignorance is the cause of pignorance. Alas,
logic does not deliver clarity. As fact invariably involves theory, perspective always impinges upon acquisition of fact.
Fignorance is entangled with pignorance.
Logic is a tool of the mind, which the mind uses for its
own devices: not to illuminate, but to satisfy itself. Conscious
use of logic is quite limited – the facile shuffling of symbols,
with the mind itself setting the grooves in which the symbols
most easily move.

 Science 
“Science is a system of idealised entities: fictions compounded out of observed uniformities, deliberately adapted to
mathematical treatment that enable men to identify some of the
furniture of the universe, and to predict and control parts of it.”
~ French philosopher Georges Sorel

There are more than enough known facts to suss the nature of reality. Scientists have not done so because science
embraces a restrictive methodology with a sphinctered view:
reductionist empiricism.*† They do so to ease their comprehension of the astonishingly complexity which Nature exhibits. Apprehending Nature through science is like trying to
view a panorama by looking through a peephole.
The mind imposes pignorance, which must be broken by
shattering the beliefs which hold ignorance together. No one
who cherishes their beliefs can comprehend reality. Scientists have not understood Nature because science is a religion, with science's dogma inherent in its methodology.


* Reductionism is the idea that anything is simply the sum of its
constituent parts. By contrast, holism embraces synergy. Science
relies upon reductionism because holism is too intellectually demanding.
† Empiricism is the philosophical stance that Nature may be entirely explained by physical forces: that existence is just objects in
motion. Empiricists often discount the most important part – motion – to consider only objects in space.
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Suffering and conflict result from pignorance. If everyone
was enlightened, cooperation would reign – not conflict over
petty self-interest and greed. With cooperation, there is more
than enough to go around. Enlightened people share and see
the intrinsic value in comity. The story of enlightened people
living in an enlightened society would be a snoozefest.
Because Nature is designed as an entertainment platform, you've been set up to be ignorant, as has everyone else.
That's what your mind is there for, behind the stratagem of
continually feeding you its interpretation of events. The Collective – the great bulk of humanity – are believers in what
their minds feed them, and so are subject to suffering.
Belief itself is ignorance and is the cause of the suffering.
Evil makes its bed in the smug comfort of belief.


Desire



Desire propels us forward. The attachment to a want sets
the determination with which it is pursued. You already
know that strong attachments may blind someone to alternate opportunities which may be easier to attain and offer
equal satisfaction.
“Pursue any desire, it will always give you trouble.” ~ Indian
guru Nisargadatta Maharaj
Though desire has an emotional overtone that comes from
anticipation of satisfaction, desire itself is not an emotion.
The purest desire is the most abiding, residing even in the
hearts of sages: for enjoyment. For as long as you draw
breath, the prospect of having another smile makes life
worthwhile. Ultimately, all we live for is entertainment.
Your life is a continual stream of desires which your mind
presents to you. A relative few desires you act out on and
gratify rather immediately. Ease of accomplishment gives
you a false confidence in your ambitions.
Achievement sometimes takes planning, patience, and
cunning. Self-control is an essential ingredient in attaining
such desires. Sometimes, as in comedy, timing is everything.
Certain aims are simply out of reach: you want something
that is beyond you, for whatever reason. These are futilities.

Theory
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Some desires still held dear are vain, but you just haven't
discovered that yet.
“Wealth consists not in having great possessions, but in
having few wants.” ~ Turkish Hellenistic Stoic philosopher
Epictetus


Jeopardy



“There is no discovery without risk and what you risk reveals
what you value.” ~ English writer Jeanette Winterson

Nobody plays poker without betting something. The jeopardy of loss is essential to making the experience engaging.
If there were no consequences to actions, life would be a
video game that you would quickly tire of. Instead, you feel
invested with a gambler's stake: the prospect of winning is
thrilling, whatever "winning" means. And losing… you know
what that feels like.
Emotion is the medium of jeopardy, with hope and fear
the compass points.
Winning may be exciting, but your mind is more concerned about losing. The mind has a built-in bias against
loss.* Fear invokes jeopardy.
The poles of your behaviors are attraction and avoidance,
respectively driven by want and fear. Fear is the most pungent primal emotion. Fear is of the future, forged by the past.
You feel jeopardy because you want something that appears at the risk of loss. Jeopardy stems from attachment and
is fostered by fear.
The ultimate loss is one's life. People live in fear of death.
The idea of mortality is the originating generator of jeopardy.
It is not that death gives life its meaning. It is instead
that a sense of jeopardy underscores the preciousness of joy.
The urge to survive is most keenly felt when life seems
most at risk, when mortality becomes concrete. Contrarily,
chronic suffering can wear you down to the point that you
want to give up, having had enough. The value one puts on
life is a matter of perspective and prospect.
* People often value their own personal possessions over new items
of better quality. There is an emotional aura about ownership.
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The sense of jeopardy in the Collective is palpable: you
read it in the news every day, and you may feel it yourself.
Ignorance is a heavy burden.


The Will to Live



“Love is the ultimate expression of the will to live.”
~ American author Tom Wolfe

The will to live is the vital desire which coincides with
ignorance. Wanting more pleasure maximizes the drama of
life. Lust for life even ensures its integrity. Multicellular life
could not have arisen if not for reliability in cellular will to
live.
One is accepting in an enlightened state of consciousness,
affording satisfaction with whatever lifespan is allotted.
Such nonchalance is woefully deficient to drive a riveting entertainment platform.


The Mind



Your life has a master of ceremonies: your mind. The
mind is everything: perceiver and deceiver. All that you experience, all that you think you are, all that you will ever
know, lies within your mind.
As an aspect of feeling jeopardy, delivering distress is
part of the mind's job. The mind is not just a spectator and
helpful problem-solver (willmind). Instead, through the cunning of sticking you with emotional attachments, the self-activating agent of the mind (nattermind) preys upon you,
fabricating fears and hopes through fantasies. Your mind is
the one who tells you how important certain things are and
how you should feel about those things. Then the mind plays
you. You know too well how the mind prattles at you, telling
you things that have not and will not happen.
The single most defining characteristic of your life is deception. All that you perceive – rely upon as being actual – is
just a fabrication of your mind. Yet you believe.
The default setting for information is acceptance – to believe what you experience, and even what you are told by others. In bestowing belief, your mind has gulled you.

Theory
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“You never see the lies that you believe.” ~ English musician
Elvis Costello in the song "New Lace Sleeves" (1981)

You are either a creature of the mind or its employer: either slave or overseer. The Collective are serfs who may believe themselves to be masters. Those who suffer but feel
comforted by the false belief that they know what is going on
live in smug ignorance – in a cage built by their mind.

To recap, the 9 elements necessary for Nature as an optimal entertainment platform are: diversity, consistency, entanglement, consciousness, desire, jeopardy, will to live,
ignorance, and a deceiving mind. Diversity, consistency, and
entanglement define Nature as an exhibition. Ignorance,
jeopardy, and desire are all process-products of the mind.
Consciousness is the means by which the experience of Nature may even occur.
You may already be wondering about an even deeper issue: who this entertainment bazaar is for. To answer that,
the nature of reality must be understood.

 Worldview 
“A worldview is a symbolic system of representation.”
~ Belgian theoretical physicist Diederick Aerts

Natural philosophy was the study of Nature before being
overshadowed by strictly empirical science; an intellectual
transition that gathered momentum in 17th-century Europe.
The difference between natural philosophy and science is of
methodology, primarily restrictions in science on accepting
what is sensed. Whereas natural philosophy sought the root
of reality by considering all evidence, science ostensibly limits its investigation to what may be repeatedly observed happening to matter.
The 1543 publication of Nicolaus Copernicus's theory of
heliocentrism – that the Earth revolves around the Sun, rather than the Earth being the center of the universe, as presumed before – was a paradigm shift that fostered doubt
about the prevailing religious dogma (Catholicism). The Copernican Revolution led to the Scientific Revolution, which
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culminated with Isaac Newton in 1687 ascribing mathematical laws to Nature, thereby ensconcing classical physics.
Upon the advent of mechanical clocks in the 17th century,
scientists increasingly viewed Nature as if it was a byzantine
machine – a decidedly reductionist view. That paradigm sold
Nature short. The natural world is far beyond our ken, its
workings subtler than we can imagine.
The gestation of modern physics began at the end of the
19th century with the discovery of ubiquitous quantization,
birthing Einstein's cosmic relativity theories and quantum
field theories in the early 20th century. Though this signified
a paradigm shift, there was no new revolution, because physicists rejected the implications of what they had discovered.
Having dumped natural philosophy, physics lost its mojo.
Science ossified into the classicist religion of matterism: that
the experienced actuality of the material world is as deep as
reality goes.
Scientists still naively think about Nature mechanically.
The mind's strong inclination is to take what it gathers and
pretend that it understands, even when it does not. The mind
does this because it wants to feel safe: that it has a handle on
things, and might, it fondly hopes, exercise some control if
the situation turns chancy. Oddly, the mind buys into many
of its lies.
“The theory that can absorb the greatest number of facts is the
one that must rule all observation.” ~ English philosopher &
economist Adam Smith


Facts



“Everything we know is only some kind of approximation.“
~ American theoretical physicist Richard Feynman

A fact is an experienced event. Like everything else, facts
are a process-product: an outcome from the mind's filters of
perception.
This input process of storing facts only becomes useful
with recall. A fact's value is shown by how well it plays with
other facts to construct a conceptual system that symbolically
explains how something works. A fact that does not fit gets
tossed – fact no more. Facts are always a construal.

Theory
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The thoughts of which you are aware are mere drops in
your ocean of mentation. All but a smidgen of your mental
activity transpires subconsciously. The mind's deepest deception is having you believe that you are running your life.
To keep its realm of knowledge uncluttered, and to make
the most of the information available to it, the mind revises
facts during their recall so that they comfortably fit with the
situation to which a memory is being applied. Facts in
memory may fundamentally shift in time from various forces,
such as suggestion by others, contention with other facts, or
simply that a fact is too unsettling. The infidelity of memory
to accuracy is well known. Doubtlessly you have experienced
it yourself and witnessed it in others.
The mind productively uses memory as a navigation and
problem-solving tool. The application of memory to sentiment
and other emotions is, by contrast, a tool of the mind to keep
you, its subject, in thrall to ignorance: a distraction from discovering the true nature of your mind-body as a decoy.
People commonly think that facts are objective, and naively accept them axiomatically as true. Lawyers and politicians know otherwise. Facts can be twisted and subject to
dispute by placing them in artificially defined contexts.
That certain facts are ubiquitously accepted is no metric
for their certitude, nor does widespread acceptance create objectivity. Objectivity is a myth. There is only showtivity: the
mirage of objectivity via shared subjectivity.


Beliefs



“Belief allows the comfort of opinion without the discomfort
of thought.” ~ US President John F. Kennedy

A belief is faith in selective facts: data which the mind has
chosen as credible. Beliefs are even shakier than facts because beliefs, as a conglomerated construction, are always a
simplification of the facts upon which they are based. The
mind likes beliefs because they are relatively easy to use. By
contrast, by their sheer numbers, facts represent a mental
management problem. The mind deals with largely redundant memories by merging them into a composite representation, forsaking accuracy for usability.
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Beliefs are the basis of heuristics: rough mental rules of
thumb. The mind extensively employs heuristics in making
judgments and decisions, as they are much quicker than having to sift through facts and string them together in a sensible way – the process known as logic.
Every theory is just a belief in waiting: an attempt to rustle enough facts for confirmation, with contradicting outliers
treated as mere blemishes on an otherwise flawless fruit. Despite its avowed strict adherence to actuality, science belies
the assertion with its groaning bag of theories, many of which
are based upon mathematics: the ultimate in symbolism. All
the so-called "laws" of Nature are merely mathematical conjectures which serve as heuristics. The rankest ruse of science is its tucking all the complexities away with simple
formulas which are adequately predictive, but never encompass Nature.
Simplifying assumptions serve as the mortar of beliefs.
There are always facts which contravene the validity of beliefs; whence the hoary Latin aphorism "the exception proves
the rule." As such, beliefs are invariably conceptual houses of
cards, built on a wobbly foundation of facts into edifices
which can never shelter all the constituents of actuality for
which they are constructed.
Beliefs do not exist in isolation. Instead, they are glued
together into a system which culminates in a worldview. Belief systems act as the mental filtration network through
which new facts must flow to be accepted. Isolated facts
which do not coincide with established beliefs are disposed.
Only when a belief slams into a wall of indisputable actuality
is a conviction shaken.
Whereas people don't cotton much to facts, they become
attached to their beliefs. The mind is proud of the cocoon of
false surety which it weaves: resisting belief dissolution with
rationalization if fact rejection fails and an assault upon a
belief is mounted.
Beliefs are entirely unnecessary. You can witness the
world without believing any of it, and function better by skepticism than with the faith and expectations that are beliefs'
traveling companions. Like emotions, your mind promotes
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beliefs to keep you in ignorance, and so let the mind maintain
its control of you.
“The way to truth lies through destruction of the false. To
destroy the false, you must question your most inveterate
beliefs.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

There are 3 alternate responses to the mind's promotions.
1st, generally believe what comes to mind. Many in the Collective do just that, with relatively rare disavowals of the
mind's pandering. They do so from faith in their pignorance,
a comfortable obliviousness.
2nd, selectively decide which of the mind's fabrications to
believe. The more discriminating of the Collective attempt
this problematic endeavor. Psychologists remind their patients suffering from the tortures of nattermind that "it's all
in your mind," and suggest for relief more pleasant fictions
which the mind may concoct. The skeptic who suffers a delusional indulgence in his cleverness proudly adopts the modus
operandi of thinking he is rationally deciding what is worthy
of belief, while unquestioningly accepting the bulk of the
mind's presentations hook, line, and sinker. It is ludicrously
ironic to have the mind decide which abstractions are to be
believed.
3rd, don't believe anything. Trusting someone who has repeatedly lied to you is foolhardy. The untrustworthy mind is
no different. Not believing is the only reasonable course. It is
idiotic to argue over whether believing thoughts is reasonable or not when reason is itself a product of the mind.
The utility of certain facts is indisputable. Useful
knowledge is the basis for skill in manipulating those aspects
of actuality which may be tinkered with to some satisfaction
– arranging what furniture in the world you can to suit yourself.
Factual knowledge is not belief. By contrast, ideas divorced from actuality – pure abstractions – form the foundation of belief. The supreme instance of such idealization is
faith in God: an idea brought to every believer by someone
they trusted. An idea that would be rejected as silly except
for a deep insecurity that keeps the faithful in thrall, like a
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frightened child clinging to its stuffed toy. More mundane examples include tribalism (e.g., nationalism and other social
loyalties) and economic materialism: belief in material goods
as having intrinsic value, whether the satisfaction is sheer
ownership or as a social status symbol.

 Schools of Thought About Reality 
“The world is seen only due to duality. If there is no duality,
there is no world.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Actuality appears as a duality: you have a mind, encased
in a body, which perceives an outside world. You suppose
there is an external environment because you tangibly interact with it, and with others who agree with you on this perspective. This actuality is so obvious as to be unremarkable.
Alas, there's an insurmountable dilemma with duality as
the basis of reality. This dissonance is encapsulated in the
mind-body problem: how is the mind connected to the body?
For millennia, natural philosophers and scientists tried
to discover and construe the interface between the mind and
the body. No one has ever given a credible explanation of
there being a mind-body interface, or how it might work.
Modern biologists gave up: they decreed that the brain
generates the mind. Everything we sense is made of matter.
There is no hard evidence that the mind even exists – how
can there be? Yet you know you have a mind. (You might get
out of your mind, but then where would you be?!).
Neurobiologists monitor the energy flowing out the scalp
during mentation and imagine that nerve cells collectively
fabricate cognition. That the patterns observed do not correlate with the coinciding thoughts, and that the absurd assumption of neurons as responsible for cognition has no
factual foundation, do not bother neurobiologists a whit. The
religious dogma of neurobiology has been widely publicized
and generally accepted despite it being an obvious hoax.
Under matterism, you live as a bony meat sac and die.
End of story. It is a wretched fiction.
Though they both loosely fit with how the world appears,
matterism and dualism are fundamentally different concep-
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tions of reality. Dualism touts the dualities which are obvious: between mind and body, and between the self and the
environment. Facilely true, dualism is fundamentally false.
Matterism is instead a monism: claiming a unity, where
the material world is all that there is – that actuality as
sensed is reality. Dualism doesn't make that stark claim, as
the philosophers who advocated dualism were God-fearing
men. Dualism leaves open the possibility of a Supreme Being
behind the curtain; a notion that matterism religiously denies, for God cannot be made of matter. Historically, matterism came to dominate science as a paradigmatic rejection
of the dualism which may support faith in God.
The lynchpin mechanism that dualism needs – an interface that connects mind with body – falters for lack of evidence. Matterism has an even worse problem in that regard:
it cannot explain how an organism without a brain can intelligently respond to its environment or make decisions, something which plants and even microbes do.
You cannot explain Nature by arguing that all of its activities are accounted for by the shuffling of atoms. Matterism is a pathetic religion posing as science.
Contemplate evolution, which is typically an adaptive response to environmental conditions, as has been observed innumerable times. Adaptation means goal-oriented change.
(The formal term for design in Nature is teleology.) Matterists have no explanation for how molecules might have a
plan, let alone comprehend the outside world.
“With such wisdom has Nature ordered things.” ~ Scottish
geologist James Hutton
That there is the order to Nature is so obvious as to be
unremarkable, except that matterism cannot explain how
that order originates or maintains itself. This is ironic, for
scientists embrace 'laws' of Nature without having any explanation for how such 'laws' could exist – science as faith.
“The matterist perspective is not grounded in experience. It
requires an abstract line of reasoning that presupposes the existence of a reality outside consciousness, although nobody has
ever experienced this, nor could they ever experience it. The
matterist point of view asserts the reality of that which is never
experienced – matter [outside consciousness] – and denies that
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which alone is always experienced – consciousness itself. That
is the tragedy and the absurdity of the matterist perspective from
which humanity is suffering.” ~ English philosopher Rupert
Spira

Matterism cannot explain consciousness. How exactly is
it that chemical reactions between cells, nervy or not, make
mentation? Matterists can't say. All they know is that neurons get excited when someone is thinking. Matterists confuse coincidence: distinct contemporaneous phenomena, with
causality: that one phenomenon causes another.
Even more critically, matterism ignores a basic physics
fact: what matter is in the first place.
The most astonishing discovery by 20th-century physicists was that matter is made of energy. This discovery
turned physics inside-out from its classical stance, which
made matter out to be sovereign.
Looking toward the tremendously tiny, quantum physicists theorized that the constitution of matter is energetic:
localized energy fields continuously, coherently shape subatomic quanta, which are the elementary particles that make
up matter. Each quantum – infinitesimal matter bit – is actually a dollop of energy. Atomic bombs proved that right. A
wee bit of matter packs a terrible wallop.
“In the universe of energy, any individual thing is a pattern of
activity within the flux.” ~ American philosopher William
Barrett
To state that actuality is a matter-energy complex is uncontroversial. Where the contention comes is appreciating
what energy is, and what it means about the generation of
Nature.
If matter is made of energy, you need only comprehend
the nature of energy to understand the wellspring of Nature.
There's the rub. Energy is just a concept: a figment of the
mind. (But then, everything is nothing but a figment of the
mind. We'll come to that. On with the energy story.)
The classical definition of energy was what it takes to put
matter to work. That's a tautology: defining energy in terms
of its force on matter. Modern physics blew that away with
the discovery that matter is energy. If matter is composed of
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energy, and energy is only an idea – well, you see the paradox
in thinking that matter really matters.
At this point it becomes clear that matterism is a sham.
There is more to existence than the exhibition of Nature, and
reality runs even deeper. Despite irrefutable evidence that
matter is made from energy, this conclusion is completely
contrary to the tripe that modern science trumpets about
matterism being the ticket.
By refusing to accept the obvious implications of their
discoveries, matterists have shown themselves to be religious
fanatics who preach to a faithful, ignorant Collective. The
mainstream paradigms in physics, genetics, evolutionary
biology, and neurobiology provide prime examples.
“What we know is a drop; what we don't know is an ocean.”
~ English natural philosopher Isaac Newton
A common misdiagnosis is thinking that known facts are
enough to comprehend the system we call "the world." Mistaking a peephole of atomic evidence for a comprehensive picture is an egregiously erroneous projection. Nature cannot be
understood merely from matter and its transformations. The
wrong-headedness is terminal when a worldview is assumed
before even looking at all that is known.

In 1900, German physicist Max Planck found that energy
waves were not continuous. Instead, energy naturally quantizes, forming an impression of particles (quanta). What
Planck had discovered was the basic trick for how Nature
shapes energy to make the perception of matter possible:
quantization.
The obvious question is where energy comes from. Bizarrely, it is a question that physicists do not even ask, as
they have no way of sussing an answer, because energy is just
an idea. Even to modern physicists, energy is just a way to
express the oomph that comes from matter interacting. The
discovery of quantization became a cul-de-sac of controversy
about the relation of matter and energy at the quantum level:
an endless argument about wave/particle duality.
Just because physicists hit a dead end does not mean that
there isn't an answer. The answer is energyism.
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“To understand is to transform what is.” ~ Indian philosopher Jedu Krishnamurti

 Coherence 
“We lie in the lap of immense intelligence.” ~ American
writer Ralph Waldo Emerson

With matter made of energy, and energy exquisitely
crafted to produce prodigious diversity and a plausible mirage of materiality, there must be an intelligent force behind
Nature. That interactive dynamic is coherence.
The evolution and fecundity of life amply illustrate the
fine designs of coherence. The more biology you know, the
deeper the impression of exquisite proficiency behind Nature.
Nature maintains a harmony among life through a process of self-regulation termed homeostasis. The foundation of
every ecosystem's food web comprises autotrophs: organisms
which can feed themselves on energy or inorganic material.
Plants are the most sophisticated autotrophs. Heterotrophs
feed on autotrophs. Animals are heterotrophs.
All organisms strew organic matter about, including leaving their corpses when they die. All this organic refuse is an
opportunity for leftovers, if you can stomach it. Saprotrophs
clean up by consuming expired life, and thereby recycling potential nutrients into the environment.
To maintain balance, there needs to be the right numbers
of each type of organism. Nature performs this feat via evolution. Organisms adaptively evolve to take advantage of underexploited nutrient sources.
The harmony of Nature is imperfect. This is by design, for
the exhibition of existence itself happens via defects. Quanta
are formed by blemishes in the local waveform fields which
generate them.
Besides adaptation, new species emerge when a minority
fringe in a population decides to strike out on its own for
whatever reason. Speciation originates with aberration: deviance from the existing norm.
Nature's balancing act is illustrated by the intelligence
with which life is blessed. Coherence endows organisms with
sufficient acumen that living is a challenge – yet savvy
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enough for the adventure to succeed, if one's luck holds. This
doling out of intelligence is a fine-tuned allotment. For instance, the adaptations of predators and their prey commonly
revolve in a ratcheting skill set such that neither is out of
danger (from starvation or becoming a meal, respectively) –
an evolutionary arms race.

Knowing that Nature is composed by coherence ushers a
deeper issue: what motivates coherence? To get to that answer, let's first consider the mind at work: mentation.


The Mind & Consciousness



“The universe is the outcome of imagination.” ~ Indian guru
Meher Baba

All that you perceive, think, feel, value, and believe are
mental confections. Your mind is the keeper of your life,
which is witnessed by your consciousness. That you can monitor your own thoughts – introspect – demonstrates that consciousness underlays the mind rather than being part of it.
As consciousness provides the basis for awareness, consciousness is the bedrock of organic existence. Even within
your body, you are not the only thing that needs consciousness or a mind.
The mind's most basic task is perceiving its environment
and deciding what to do, whereupon it directs the physicality
to which it is attached into action. Every organic entity must
have this capability.
The human body is made up of tens of trillions of cells. All
of them have specific assignments, which they perform as
part of a community, such as in an organ.
To operate, every cell is endowed with consciousness, and
a mind that manages the situation. The doling out of awareness and minds does not stop there. Even proteins have decisions to make and jobs to do.

 Localization 
Quantization of energy to manufacture matter is not the
only maneuver that Nature employs to fabricate actuality.
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The very properties that matter takes on comes from localized energy that emanates from a universal field. Localization precedes quantization. A gentle injection of quantum
physics explains.
The first and most obvious quantum discoveries were
light and electricity. Photons and electrons behave in waves,
but they also act like objects: the wave/particle duality that
physicists are still arguing about.
With the invention of atom smashers, physicists got a decent look at some subatomic action. From this they noodled
with their equations and came up with a menagerie of elemental particles, some of which make up matter (fermions),
and others which animate matter (bosons). For instance, photons (bosonic light particles) keep electrons (fermionic electricity particles) dancing.
The last particle to be seen on the concocted card of fundamental particles was the Higgs boson. To sense it, physicists had to ramp the juice in their accelerators well beyond
what they had ever done before. First suspected in 1964, the
Higgs boson wasn't sussed until 2012.
The point of this story is not that subatomic particles can
be hard to spot, but what the Higgs mechanism itself is. The
theory behind the Higgs boson is that there is a universal
Higgs field which interacts with all particles. The interaction
localizes to impart certain properties to particles bathing in
the Higgs field. In short, a universal field imbues quanta with
attributes through a localization mechanism.
A quantum is a localized coherent field, and mostly viceversa. The vice-versa is not 100% because some fields localize
but don't become bits of matter. Instead, these field agents
just act on local particles/waves (e.g., thermodynamics).
The accepted quantum paradigm, courtesy of Max
Planck's initial discovery, is that everything quantizes (including heat and spacetime), including some phenomena
which act like particles even though they aren't recognized
as particles (quasiparticles). But then, the accepted paradigm is matterism, which is why the profuse expressions of
energy are so difficult for physicists to explain. All that their
equations speak of are localized fields at spacetime points. To
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get to quanta, the symmetry inherent in the equations must
be broken – actualizing quanta only through defect.
The easiest way to think of quantization is that some localized energy fields fabricate a mirage of matter. Quantization is localization with a material end product.
Field localization and matter quantization are the basic
mechanisms of energyism, which is how even matterist physicists admit Nature works. A universal field localizes. The resultant provincial field quantizes, producing the appearance
of a particle. Illusory quanta are the stuff of which matter is
made.
Localization is a different dimension of entanglement
than that of interactivity among quanta. Quantum entanglement is behavioral simultaneity between particles. Localization is holofractal behavior at different scales. A holofractal
is a compositionally complete, self-similar pattern to others
of its kind.
Localization is how the universal field of Ĉonsciousness
populates individualized consciousness in all sentient matter. Analogous with the localization of consciousness is the
quantization of a mind – quantization in that a mind has an
entangled physical correlate (a body).
Though similar in many respects, quantized minds differ
from coherence. Unlike Ĉonsciousness and consciousness, coherence and quantum minds are not holofractals.
Whereas coherence is a process of imaginative creation
and algorithmic regulation, your mind is a helpful tool and
harmful miscreant rolled into one: serving your problem-solving needs and abetting your ignorance. Further, mind is an
object-oriented misnomer for the process of mentation (mental activity) but mind is too convenient and common a label
to be discarded.


Physicality



“Physical concepts are free creations of the mind, and are not,
however it may seem, uniquely determined by the external
world.” ~ German theoretical physicist Albert Einstein

Every phenomenal quantum of matter is a facade for a
localized energy field. The information content within a field
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includes the characterization of manifest appearance and parameters of behaviors that a quantum may have. The socalled 'laws of Nature' are codified in local energy fields.
Behaviors are often contextual: matter acts or reacts a
certain way in one environment, but distinctly differently in
another environment. So too life forms of all sorts. Bacteria
behave much differently when they are on their own versus
when communing together in a biofilm.
“The simple things you see are all complicated.” ~ English
musician Pete Townshend in the song "Substitute" (1966)

 The Entertainment Platform 
You can now begin to see how energyism fits together to
explain Nature as an emergent exhibition. The bustle of Nature as you perceive it comprises phenomena. Existence,
which is eternal, emanates from a noumenon: non-phenomenal nothingness. Noumenon begets phenomena because Ĉonsciousness desires entertainment. In this, Ĉonsciousness is
no different than your consciousness: enjoyment please!
The mind behind showtivity – coherence – creates and
maintains Nature, which your mind aims to understand, constructing its own internal world.
The mind also has another job: keeping you in the dark
about what is going on behind the scenes. Thus, the mind has
a dual, contradictory role: suss actuality, obscure reality. By
keeping life ignorant as its baseline experience, thereby enlivening drama, entertainment potential for Ĉonsciousness is
maximized.

Now to comprehend conceptually how coherence produces
life forms. To do so, we are going to combine 3 known concepts
– holograms, fractals, and gyres – into a new construct:
hofragys. We are also going to borrow from mathematics the
term tensor, to illustrate entanglement. From these paradigms you will understand the underlying universality of all
life, as well perhaps begin to appreciate that everything is
simply symbolic.
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(That hofragys are a novel construct illustrates how conventional biology has failed to grasp the basic architecture of
life. The introduction of egenes in this book is another example.)


Hofragys



A hofragy (hō-fraj-eye) is a holographic-fractal-gyre. Each
hofragy is unique, but like others of its kind in having the
same essential components. All hofragys interact with their
environment: taking in data and themselves emanating information – a gyral process.
A hologram is a visual image, made by recording light interference patterns; much different than cameras, which capture lit imagery on a chemical substrate. As holographic
interference patterns are consistent at any scale, each portion of a hologram contains the entire image. Fractions of a
hologram are selfsame with regard to information. The data
in a hologram are integral, regardless of scale. Scale-invariant data integrity is the essence of a hologram.
A fractal is an image or object composed of smaller, selfsimilar shapes. Unlike a hologram, which
is informationally identical at any scale,
the shapes in a fractal at different scales
are merely kindred: similar, but each
unique. Fractals are abundantly found in
Nature. The Romanesco broccoli at right
is fractal.
A holofractal is an entity similar to others of its kind, with
the same essentials, yet individually unique.
A living holofractal consciously interacts with its environment, and so behaves as a gyre: taking in and releasing matter, energy, and data. An organic holofractal doing its thing
is a hofragy. A hofragy is like a hologram in having the same
essentials; like a hologram or fractal in being scale-invariant;
like a fractal in that each hofragy is uniquely individual
while sharing similarities; and is a gyre in interacting with
its environment (intake and output).
A tensor is a geometric object which is characterized by
its relations with other tensors. The terms gyre and tensor
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are synonymous in expressing the same principle: interactivity.
By intrinsically being entwined, tensors are a tautology
of entanglement. A set of tensors is a tensor network, or tennet. In being a conglomerate of constituent hofragys, a cell or
organism is a tennet hofragy: what is commonly called a being. An ecosystem is also a tennet, in being characterized by
the sum of the environmental interactions within the system.
Each living organism is entangled with its environment,
interacting to survive, and, at its apex, enjoy. If the universe
is not just a mechanistic machine, life must have some motivation. You are familiar with your own fluctuations in your
will to live – when your enthusiasm to keep going flags. You
have also had peak experiences, where it just feels grand to
be alive.
Every integral life form – anything that needs to behave
– is a hofragy. Each organism, cell, and protein contain a consciousness, mind, and body: akin yet unique. The simplest
cellular organism – such as a bacterium – comprises a million
or more constituent hofragys, all coherently orchestrated to
behave as a unit. Nothing about life, nor Nature, is simple.
Nature is not embarrassed by difficulties of analysis.
~ French engineer and physicist Augustin Fresnel
How coherence reconciles the interactive mesh of
hofragys, whether in a being or in a universe, is beyond ken.
Our minds are strongly object-oriented. We commonly have
trouble with cause and effect, which is the simplest process.
The idea of comprehending a complex system of interlaced
nonlinear dynamics is unimaginable. Yet that is what Nature
is, in manifold ways at every phenomenal scale. And that is
how Nature is the maximal entertainment platform: endlessly enigmatic to the minds that contemplate it, yet still
satisfying in presenting splendor.
A being as a hofragy-tennet illustrates the unfathomable
intricacy of coherence in constructing existence. Your mind is
limited in appreciating the baroque beauty of Nature, but you
can revel in the glorious outlines.
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You read about genes in science news all the time. It's
fake news. Genes don't exist. A gene is just an idea about
what the atomic representation of a biological trait may be –
matterism at the molecular level. The concept of genes predated the discovery of DNA by millennia: the ancient Greeks,
Indians, and Arabs all expressed the idea of genes.
In the early 1950s, geneticists decided that DNA sequences provide the blueprints for fabricating organisms.
The basic paradigm is that discrete segments of DNA instruct how to make proteins and other complex biological
molecules (macromolecules). From the late 20th century, geneticists increasingly appreciated that non-DNA molecules
played determinative roles in trait inheritance. As discoveries in epigenetics (epi meaning outside) burgeoned, the oncesimple concept of DNA genes has succumbed to byzantine
complexity.
As far as geneticists can tell, all that their so-called genes
can do is provide cells with formulas for making macromolecules such as proteins. Matterists have no decent explanation
for how an embryo could possibly develop into a complex organism via genetics. Such a daedal process necessarily involves implementing a plan. Geneticists have no idea how
such an elaborate plan could be stored in DNA.
But they do have a word for it. Genes which regulate anatomical development are homeotic, from the ancient Greek
for "make like." Both gene and homeotic are just labels for
ideas which do not appear in Nature.
While biologists are knowledgeable about observable organism development, the coherency of the mechanics behind
it is beyond comprehension. They don't even know where to
start in trying to account for the wellspring of the tangled
sophistication apparent in the biology of organisms, even single-celled life. Nonetheless, matterist biologists will tell you
that it comes down to chemical reactions, and that no guiding, energetic force is involved.
Many animals – especially those that are on their own
from their moment of birth – face a dangerous world the in-
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stant they come into it. These creatures have to know the essentials of how to survive without being taught. This precocious knowledge is commonly called instinct. Even though
humans have extended childhoods and learn much from parents and other adults, we too have instincts and inborn
knowledge – otherwise we would not even know how to make
sense of the world. Whatever we learn is on top of the fundamental faculty of knowing how to learn.
The challenge of life as a plant is especially daunting, as
a sessile seed must forge its future life from wherever it
lands. Roots must decide where to burrow. Whereas an animal just has to find enough to eat, a plant must constantly
manage its entire body. A plant must allocate its limited resources between roots, stems, and leaves. Failing to prudently do so spells death, or at least debilitating dieback. A
mind is behind vegetative activity as surely as it is for ambling animals.
It is impossible to imagine that physical molecules hold
secrets which they may whisper to the mind, or even guide
the growth of manifold multicellular life. Contrastingly, it is
readily conceivable that energetic genes – egenes – could convey the information needed for development of hofragys, including instincts and the mental maturation patterns that
children consistently show.
Localized energy fields are necessarily data repositories,
as their patterns sustain coherently. The necessity of egenes
to explain organic development illustrates how matterist science can only provide, at best, a fragmentary, incomplete, exposition of Nature.


Life Force



“The energy of the mind is the essence of life.” ~ Greek
philosopher Aristotle

The idea of there being a spark of life – vitalism – is prehistoric. Scholars in ancient civilizations everywhere wrote
of vital spirits as the essence of life.
Vitalism lost its vitality from the mid-17th century:
crushed by the movement toward mechanistic matterism
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that defined the Scientific Revolution. Abandoned by matterists, the vital spark of life was supplanted by a religious conviction in reductionist chemistry.
Contrary to matterist dogma, life cannot be accounted for
by considering its animation merely a peculiar molecular
combination. With energyism, vitalism is revived: the obviousness of there being verve to life restored to recognition.

 Unity 
Your consciousness is a holofractal of Ĉonsciousness. The
aim is the same: your consciousness and Ĉonsciousness both
desire entertainment. The only difference is scale. Your consciousness is generally confined to your mind-body, though
out-of-body experiences have been acknowledged in almost
all cultures throughout history.
In contrast, Ĉonsciousness gets its enjoyment from all of
Nature. Nevertheless, you may likewise live it up from your
limited vantage point by living in pure consciousness: as a
witness to your own existence, freed from the tyranny of your
mind.
Coherence is the mind of Nature: constantly constructing
the physicality that comprises actuality by crafting energy.
Analogous to coherence, your mind is emergently creating
your own world. Both coherence and your mind guise their
craftwork to convey an illusion of reality.
The life you are in reflects the whole of Nature: you exist
in a mirage of actuality that hides a unified reality.
Energyism is a monism, which means that reality is unified. The copious variety in Nature belies an underlying unity
of reality.
The coherent energy which creates the ever-emergent
cosmos produces spacetime, in which diversity exists and
time flows. The cosmic play of spacetime – Nature – is a theater of entertainment: filled with wonder, drama, and a
sprinkling of comedy. These characterizations of entertainment, and the theater itself, are mental fabrications.
You share the world with others because Nature is a
shared venue, courtesy of Ĉonsciousness. As the mind of Ĉonsciousness, coherence concocts existence, creating showtivity.
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The idea of a unity in monism seems instantly abused by
referring to various aspects, such as Ĉonsciousness, coherence, Nature, minds, et cetera, as if they were real. Instead,
these are just labels. Atomization is how we learn. We comprehend any system by examining aspects: dissecting, discrimination, grouping – the process of categorization. That
classifying comes so naturally explains why it is so easy for
the mind to dupe the gullible into believing that reductionist,
matterist science is exposing reality: it's right before me, I
can understand it, it must be real.
All you can comprehend are concepts. Unity is an idea
which is essentially beyond concepts, as it refers to a singularity, when all that your mind is equipped for is diversity
(and its parsing via categorization).
Eternity and infinity are other singularity concepts that
the mind cannot get a handle on. Though they knew of the
number zero, and its utility in geometry and algebra, ancient
Greeks rejected incorporating zero into their number system,
as it represented the terrifying idea of a non-phenomenal
void which was philosophically antithetical to existence, and
so incomprehensible. Matterism was as mainstream in ancient Greece as it is now. Matterists today are just as afraid
of the prospect of an ethereal force ruling Nature as ancient
Greek philosophers were.
Now you see how the truth of reality is beyond concepts.
While continuing the discourse by referring to fractions,
bear in mind that all the described pieces are functionally indivisible: a unified reality which necessarily must appear diversified to fabricate actuality and thereby display Nature.

 The Mind 
“What we call reality in actuality is our perception of it.”
~ American singer-songwriter Jewel Kilcher

Your relationship with Nature begins with sensing its
presence. Sensation is the process of receiving bodily stimuli
from sensory organs for collation and interpretation via perception. Sensations are stimuli which the mind tries to make
sense of.
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Perception symbolically comprehends sensations using
memory. Perception is a 3-stage process: 1) turn a sensed
stimulus into a symbolic representation of pattern and contrast, 2) identify the representation using memory and categorization, and then 3) derive the meaning of the signified
symbol.
“Perception is not providing us with a true representation of
the world.” ~ English psychologist Christoph Teufel
“Our imagination changes how we perceive the world.”
~ American psychologist Christopher Berger
An experiment showed that the mind prefers its own fabrications to what is actually sensed. 100 participants looked
at a picture of a circle of vertical stripes with a small patch of
horizontal stripes. The circle was positioned such that the
patch was hidden by the seeing eye's blind spot. So, the patch
did not appear in the circle; just vertical stripes. (The other
eye could not see the patched circle.)
Next to the patched circle was another
circle of unpatched vertical stripes.
Participants were asked to choose
which circle seemed most likely to have continuous stripes.
Surprisingly, the patched circle, where the mind had to fill in
the missing piece, was preferred most of the time.
Similarly, if people listen to a well-known song without
the vocals, they usually hear lyrics that are not there.
“The mind trusts its own generated information more than
what it senses outside in the world.” ~ German psychologist
Benedikt Ehinger
Most of what the mind senses of the world is meaningless.
These inputs are instantly forgotten. Only those sensations
which the mind decides are significant are brought to your
attention.
Meaning has 2 facets: affinity or repudiation. The mind is
either likes what it perceives and wants to revel in it or is
repulsed by the object of perception and wants to dismiss it
or avoid it. In either instance the mind decides to act, and the
perception is brought to conscious awareness.
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Every organic molecule which is aware of its environment
has a consciousness, as well as a physical substrate (body)
and an ethereal mind. The many minds of a cell-based life
form communicate to create a holistic mentation which the
organism considers a singular mind. The minds in all the
cells of your body contribute their perceptions which you construe as a unified sense of self.
How is that you feel sick when only a tiny percentage of
your cells are out of whack? These ailing cells communicate
their condition and your mind takes the bad news under advisement.
Healing is a complex systematic effort, as is everything
within an organism's hofragy; it's just that the melodramatic
episodes are more striking. The orchestration of healing is a
mentation with aligned physical phase transitions, as is all
bodily activity.
Intelligence is the ability to appropriately behave: to
sense the ambient environment, to perceive, and to make decisions about what to do next. Every living hofragy is endowed with intelligence. For instance, enzymes selectively
energize and coordinate the activities of other proteins. Just
like their sister proteins, enzymes must know what they are
about to be effective.
“Life requires cognition at all levels.” ~ American molecular
biologist James Shapiro

Your mind is constantly working: sensing, perceiving,
and deciding. You may focus your attention upon something
and have your mind do your bidding, but the nominal mode
of your animal existence is largely autonomic via subconscious processing. By the time you willfully engage, your
mind has already laid the groundwork, and you're just on
your mind's glide path.
There are 2 distinct aspects of mentation: volitional
(willmind) and autonomous (nattermind). You may like to
think that you are in control of your mind, but those unwanted naggings from your mind inform you otherwise. Your
willmind only occasionally intrudes on a ceaseless nattermind.
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Mentation

Nattermind
Daydream
Reminisce
Believe
Worry
Emote

Willmind
Perceive
Assign Meaning
Categorize

Memory
Recall

Identify
Sensate
(symbolize)

Think
Decide

Store

Judge
Reason

Remember

Imagine

The price of blithely letting your mind run your life is suffering. To enlighten yourself is liberate yourself from your
mind – to end the suffering and live in contentment; a sagacious revolution of the mind that is most profound.

Your mind insists that what you are experiencing is genuine. The river of deception is necessary to create the illusion
of authenticity that occasions a palpable excitement of adventure. This sense of authenticity leads to belief, which mentally solidifies the falsity.
Discarding all beliefs opens you up to an abiding sense of
wonder at the world within and around you. Nature is an
astonishingly imaginative creation of coherence which you
can only fully appreciate when you free yourself from the
cage built by your mind, with beliefs as the bars of the cage.
The idea of an 'objective' world is bogus. The world is entirely within your mind. The mirages the mind sells you as
actuality certainly seem real; but then, so does a dream when
you are having one.
Your mind has told you many things that were not true
or did not come true. That bothers the mind not a whit; just
part of its job.
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For itself, the mind seeks a sense of comfortable comprehension. If it feels insecure, the mind goes into a tizzy: constructing a nest out of little convictions until satisfied
everything is going to be okay, or at least tolerable. You've
had that happen to you many times.
“Lack of clarity creates chaos and frustration.” ~ American
author Steve Maraboli
Emotion is the mind's most potent ploy to keep you subjugated. The mind adeptly plays your heartstrings with its
orchestra of emotions so that you feel invested. The strongest
stratagem is the trump card of jeopardy: making things
falsely clear using fear.


Psychospace



All that you experience is a construal: a symbolic interpretation. Your mind creates its own psychospace, providing
a psychological closeness or distance to your construals.
“Psychospace is the subjective experience that something is
close or far away from the self, here, and now. Mental construal
processes traverse psychospace and switch between proximal
and distal perspective.” ~ Israeli psychologists Nira Liberman
& Yaacov Trope
You feel close to loved ones, even though they may be
some physical distance away. Conversely, your mind puts
disliked things at a mental remove, regardless of their proximity. Things seem closer or farther depending upon your
level of emotional involvement with them, physical distance
aside.
You tend to think concretely about things perceived as
close, but increasingly abstractly about things at a psychological distance. In this context, abstract means high-level:
conceptually, not specifically, whereas concrete means detailed (low-level).
Emotional intensity is an aspect of psychospace. Frustration is a very concrete experience which you can reduce by
psychologically distancing yourself from the situation. More
generally, increasing psychological distance by a high-level
construal dampens the impact of negative emotions, and
makes challenging tasks seem easier.
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Part of childhood mental development is gaining skill in
psychospace. To an infant, everything is concrete. A young
child learns to attain a higher-level construal. Maturing to
achieve a proper perspective involves better psychospace
management.

 Ĉonsciousness 
“All is pure Ĉonsciousness and nothing but that. Everything –
form, diversity, and appearance – is actually Ĉonsciousness and
in fact non-material.” ~ Indian guru Anandamayi Maa

Ĉonsciousness is the enveloping field from which holofractals are produced to populate the consciousnesses of life
forms. Every localized consciousness is an allotment of Ĉonsciousness.
“This vast panoramic world is the reflection of the Ĉonsciousness.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Localized consciousnesses are self-similar holofractals,
not identical holograms, of Ĉonsciousness, as each entity consciousness has its own flavor: quality of awareness, in being
attuned to a resident mind-body, and individually differing
by awareness acuity. From the unity of Ĉonsciousness arises
a seeming diversity of consciousnesses.

 Consciousness 
“It is not really the individual that has consciousness, but it is
the Ĉonsciousness that assumes innumerable forms.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Awareness is a process of engagement with the mind.
Your consciousness lets you be aware. By providing for perception, consciousness is the basis for sentience: the ability to
witness awareness. (This definition is more precise than is
commonly stated.)
That you can tell when your awareness seems awry or affords exceptional clarity owes to consciousness as an observant bystander to awareness and the mind. By this it is
apparent that consciousness is an onlooker, not a participant;
neither passive nor active but integral.
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There are 7 states of consciousness. 3 predominate most
people's lives: awake, asleep, and dreaming. For the Collective, the other 4 may be only momentarily experienced.
A quiet mind is the state of transcendence, the 4th state
of consciousness. Though the conscious mind is in repose during transcendence, the body remains sensitive to stimuli, as
the subconscious mind remains alert. The transcendental
state is a deep form of rest, as consciousness relaxes in the
pool of Ĉonsciousness.
The last 3 states of consciousness are elevated. Their
quality involves finer awareness, and a state of bliss and/or
sense of oneness with all that is – a "peak" experience when
experienced by those who do not abide in any of these states.
Being awake during transcendence is enlightenment (aka
quietude or quiet consciousness), the 5th state of consciousness. In the state of quietude, even as thinking transpires,
there is a backdrop of mental silence. Being present in the
moment, enlightenment affords focus, clarity, and keener
awareness.
Though nattermind will never cease, as it is an integral
agency of the mind, its incessant noise loses its grip on the
way to quietude. In enlightenment, a backdrop of calm exists
even when the mind is engaged.
The noise of nattermind sphincters awareness, and
thereby engenders a sense of individuality. Quietude widens
the conduit to empyrean Ĉonsciousness.
The desire for abiding quietude naturally leads you to the
6th state of consciousness: coherence consciousness, in which
you are aware of the entanglement of existence. The unity of
Nature begins to be part of your life. You sense that everything is connected, and you flow more easily among that connectedness.
The apex of life is lived in realization: unity consciousness
with Ĉonsciousness. Your own consciousness becomes more a
hologram of Ĉonsciousness than a holofractal: more selfsame
than merely similar.
Sentience is sensed in quietude. This dissociation which
allows observing the mind working is everyday existence in
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the state of realization: to watch yourself live, and experience
nattermind as a separate entity which is easily subdued
when it engages – for willmind to triumph over nattermind
at will.
Realization is the fulfillment of sentiency. The lower
states of consciousness are an ersatz existence.
Mental activity is divided between perception and other
mentation, including thought and autonomic functioning.
Thought transpires subconsciously as well as consciously.
While you are normally unaware of autonomic functioning,
the mind makes its disruption conscious. Feeling pain is exemplary.
Awareness in realization is expanded over its facility in
ignorance. Further, nattermind in realization is reduced to
an occasional interruption, whereas nattermind is often overwhelming in ignorance. Nattermind is responsible for the
abridged awareness in ignorance, including when just trying
to pay attention to what is going on. Finally, the performance
power of the subconscious mind improves in the higher states
of consciousness. Access to the nuances of the mind is enhanced.
In unity consciousness, the occasional naggings of nattermind are understood for what they are. In all that you do, you
remain the witness. Sense of self is merely an object-oriented
mirage. You operate as a process.

Ignorance

Realization

awareness

perception
subconscious

subconscious
other
mentation

nattermind
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Construal in Realization



How much something means to you is an aspect of psychospace. In ignorance, the involvement of the mind-body is
concrete: experience feels real.
In realization, there is a dissociation between consciousness and the mind: a sense of witnessing life, as contrasted
to the concrete experience of being the engaged mind-body.
An open psychospace lets you have a high-level construal of
everything that is not occurring at present.
Your own being becomes an abstraction when you are realized. The distinction between actuality and reality is not
just conceptual in unity consciousness: you experience it.
This spiritual maturation is a fruition of the same process
that a young child undergoes in mentally taking steps to
higher-context construal.
In contrast to witnessing from a distance, being in the
moment is completely concrete. With quietude, full attention
can be paid to the task at hand without mental distraction,
affording focus on details. Easy low-level construal also applies to social situations.
The best of both worlds is had in realization: a generalized high-level construal along with a concrete, fine focus for
task accomplishment. The experience of entanglement and
unicity makes treating other life with requisite respect easy.
You live comfortably, with a natural compassion.

As a holofractal of Ĉonsciousness, your consciousness affords awareness and has the exquisite desire for entertainment. Scale is the most significant difference between your
consciousness and Ĉonsciousness. There are other subtle distinctions as well.
Ĉonsciousness is pleased with the show we call Nature.
You yourself can feel it in quietude, as your own consciousness is permeated with the bliss that radiates from Ĉonsciousness.
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“You don't have a soul. You are a soul. You have a body.”
~ Irish novelist C.S. Lewis

You are a spiritual being having a human experience.
Your essence is a transcendental soul. Your consciousness
may abide beyond this life.
Now that you know that you are in showbiz, you know
that the show must go on. A soul is a localized consciousness
that may sustain beyond a single incarnation. The resonances of a life experience may linger, but each embodiment
of a mind-body is a fresh adventure.
Religions which espouse reincarnation typically promote
the process as a refinement mill: getting the evil grit out and
honing one's being to perfection. What rubbish. Nature is not
a moral accountant, and the soul is not a pecuniary ledger.
You are not a wannabe spiritual beauty queen on the make,
going from contest to contest.
Every incarnation presents a challenge that reflects the
residual of the previous incarnation – an evolutionary optimization of your entertainment potential. Your nature in Nature works like puzzle to be solved: to progress from
pignorance to unity consciousness. You stop reincarnating
when you have had enough, your desire utterly spent.


God



“It makes little sense to say we believe something of which
we have absolutely no knowledge.” ~ American social
psychologist Daniel Gilbert

In 1713, Irish philosopher and Anglican bishop George
Berkeley proposed immaterialism: the idea that everything
that every happens is in the mind; physicality as a mental
mirage. When confronted with the obvious observation that
people share a selfsame actuality, Berkeley countered with
monotheistic idealism: Nature from God's imagination.
“All things are created in the mind of God.” ~ George Berkeley
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Ĉonsciousness and coherence are on the noumenal side of
reality: knowing spectator and crafty creator. As a unicity,
these unmanifest nonentities may be conceptually combined
into Ĉoco.
Mistakenly objectify Ĉoco rather than construing process
and you have an all-seeing, all-knowing, all-powerful God. If
you are not religiously inclined, you may imagine a universal
mind, as ancient Greek philosopher Anaxagoras did, or a collective unconsciousness, as Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung did.
All are merely imaginings.
To be clear: Ĉoco is merely an ideated combination of concepts about emergent processes. The idea of God is fanciful
object orientation run amok; a fantasy believed in by fools as
a source of solace.
There is no creator, nor creation in the material sense:
only an eternal evolution of symbols witnessed by Ĉonsciousness/consciousness. Actuality, which is delineated by concepts, is not reality, which is beyond concepts.

 God & Evil 
“Is God willing to prevent evil, but not able? Then he is not
omnipotent. Is he able, but not willing? Then he is malevolent.
Is he both able and willing? Then whence cometh evil? Is he
neither able nor willing? Then why call him God?” ~ Greek
philosopher Epicurus

A common theological complaint is that God does nothing
about the evil in the world. This gripe emanates from pignorance about reality and the root of evil.
The show called existence is unreal. Nothing really lives
or dies.
What is perceived as Nature is just the shuffle and clash
of symbols. Those in pignorance don't know that, so they suffer. From a knowledge perspective, the process of becoming
realized is catching this essential clue firsthand.
Ignorance itself is the source of evil: to let the mind pursue its desires and prey upon its subject unchecked.
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 Concepts 
“Ignorant current opinion resolves into mechanical causes;
whereas, in truth, there is no other agent or efficient cause than
spirit, it being evident that motion and all other ideas are
perfectly inert.” ~ Irish philosopher George Berkeley

All you will ever know are concepts. The bulkiest ideas
don't even bother with individuality. These are categories.
The concepts you care about are beliefs. As ideas and ideals are not real, all beliefs are false.
Ĉonsciousness and coherence are just concepts about universal processes: a way of making sense of what is beyond
existence, but which may be inferred by what is known about
Nature.
Nature exhibits order; hence, there must be a process behind this apparent order. Coherence is most apparent in evolutionary adaptation: the process by which organisms adapt
to their environment. This goal-directed (teleological) adaptability is a wondrously creative facet of coherence.
Adhering to a woolly idea from 19th-century English naturalist Charles Darwin, matterist evolutionary biologists label the supposed mechanism behind evolution natural
selection – a vacuous term, as it explains nothing, on top of
"survival of the fittest" being disproven. Despite copious evidence to the contrary, Darwinists deny that adaptation occurs, because the adaptive process necessarily involves
teleology: evolution with an aim. Darwinism is a hollow discredited faith.
The mind is a minter and dealer of ideas: it's what the
mind does for a living. Most of the mind's fabrications are
best disregarded. None of the mind's manufactures are real.
Perceptions are only symbols assigned significance. Emotive
input adds convincing oomph to the production.
Like memories, the only value of concepts is the acquisition of skill – to let you think you comprehend your world, so
you can better achieve your desires and entertain yourself.
The tricky part is having the right desires.
“Reality transcends every concept.” ~ Vietnamese Buddhist
monk Thích Nhat Hanh
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 Synopsis 
“This is the primordial illusion: that the world is ancient.
Actually, it rises with your consciousness.” ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj

The physical world – actuality – is unreal. Materiality is
just a convincing feint. Objects are processes in disguise. We
know this because matter has been shown to be made of energy, and energy is nothing but an idea: a way to explain observed transformations of matter. Reality is immaterial and
a unity, not the palpable duality by which you experience an
imagined world.
Nature is an exhibition of entertainment for Ĉonsciousness, of which your consciousness is a piece (holofractal). Via
unified Ĉonsciousness, localized consciousnesses may share
adventures in showtivity, creating a mirage of objectivity for
those who communicate their experiences with each other;
whence events as we experience them.
The difference between your consciousness and Ĉonsciousness is a matter of scale. As your consciousness is a holofractal of Ĉonsciousness, whatever joy you feel in your life
reflects the enjoyment that Ĉonsciousness experiences in witnessing Nature. You feel bliss when the conduit between your
consciousness and Ĉonsciousness is not obscured by nattermind. Beyond feeling the sheer joy of being alive, this bliss is
an inducement to enlighten yourself (yet another ploy, but an
enjoyable one).
Showtivity is set up for life to nominally exist in ignorance, which may be overcome by mastering the mind. The
mind creates and maintains ignorance by 1) thinking in
terms of objects, not process, 2) using emotions to create concrete experiences which feel real, and 3) engendering attachments to the symbolic representations called beliefs.
As the mind programmatically promotes ignorance, its illusions are intentional deception. Pignorance is a proclamation of gullibility.
Nature maintains order via coherence. Coherence is the
continual process of producing actuality, including the per-
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ceived harmony in Nature. As exemplified by the wild varieties of life on Earth, coherence is an unimaginably creative
force.
Scientists have discerned rough sketches of some of coherence's ways, calling them "laws of Nature." These
sketches are typically expressed mathematically. Math is the
ultimate in abstraction – the furthest divorce from actuality.
“One can never do justice to a theory when words have to be
substituted for mathematics.” ~ American particle physicist and
philosopher Victor Stenger, who foolishly believed in the power
of math to reveal reality
The experience of living is a flowing mental fabrication: a
shadow play of representation. All that your senses deliver
are symbols which are digested in concepts which have some
significance to you. Nonetheless, these depictions are compelling. The Collective believe in them unreservedly.
Comprehending reality in no way takes away from the
necessity of dealing with actuality. Life may be a mirage, but
it's a persistent one. Your task is to make the most of it.
Just as Ĉonsciousness relishes all of Nature, you should
savor your world for its delights. Overcoming your mind's doling out distress takes discipline. Achieving abiding bliss is an
act of skill.
Whereas your body is subject to pain, suffering is entirely
in the mind. Mental misery is a prod to drive you toward enlightenment: to find a way to end the ordeal. You can terminate your suffering by quieting your mind, thereby
strengthening the connectivity of your consciousness with
Ĉonsciousness.
“Suffering is sent to remind you to turn your thoughts toward
that which is real.” ~ Anandamayi Maa

 Practice 
In theory there is no difference between theory and practice.
In practice there is.” ~ American baseball player Yogi Berra

Enlightenment may come as an epiphany, or from a neardeath experience. For most people, quietude culminates from
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subduing the mind. Understanding the ground in which enlightenment sprouts helps, but becoming enlightened, if not
delivered to you, is a matter of discipline. Regular meditation
is essential practice. There we begin.

 Meditation 
“When thoughts cease, the mind naturally turns to what is
truly beyond the mind: the infinite Ĉonsciousness.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The state of enlightenment is one of inner peace: being in
the moment without the prattle of nattermind as an incessant distraction. In enlightenment you live in meditation.
Every skill is acquired by practice. Instructing and disciplining the mind are no different. Meditating daily fertilizes
the soil of the soul, allowing enlightenment to blossom.


How to Meditate



Find a comfy chair or prop yourself up in bed with cushions. The room should be quiet, and preferably dimly lit.
Spend a few moments quieting the mind-body by sensing
your body's rhythms, such as the breath or heartbeat.
Breathe through your nostrils, not your mouth.
Begin meditating with the intention of quietude. When
thoughts arise, smother them by bringing your mantra to
mind, making it the mental focus. You may meditate without
a mantra, using your breath as a seat of attention.
Repeat the mantra as if calmly breathing it. Do not concentrate on the mantra. The aim is to clear the mind, not hold
it captive. A mantra merely expedites the process by mesmerizing the mind, and so sending it to sleep. A mantra is a lilting lullaby for the mind.
In a comfortable repose of both body and mind, following
intention, your consciousness communes with Ĉonsciousness: you transcend.
Meditate 20–30 minutes, time permitting. Even a short
session of a few minutes is beneficial. Transcending or falling
asleep for a longer period is perfectly natural. Your mindbody takes whatever rest it needs when it can.
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Some meditation sessions might feel busy, others serene.
Regardless of seeming quality, meditation is always helpful.
At the end of meditation, lay down or slump in your chair.
Spend 3 to 5 minutes relaxing with your eyes closed, allowing
yourself to ease back to the waking state.
Do not abruptly end meditation. It may give you a dull
headache.
Begin every day with a meditation session if you can.
Meditate twice a day if possible, preferably at the beginning
of the day and in the early evening (before dinner). You may
meditate more if have time and inclination. If the mind is
restless when the body is ready to sleep, a short meditation
may sooth the system sufficiently to slumber.
Do not meditate on a full stomach. Meditation slows the
bodily system, and so can degrade digestion.
Do not exercise shortly after meditating. Let the calm settle in.
After extensive practice as a meditator, the mantra may
become superfluous. Having acclimated to transcending, the
sheer desire to do so may suffice.


Choosing a Mantra



A mantra is a focal wave to ease you toward transcendence: a mental breath that gently takes one's attention away
from nattermind's prattle.
A mantra is made of 1 or 2 meaningless syllables, relating
to nothing: solely a vehicle for quieting the mind through
whispering repetition. Attach no associative meaning to your
mantra.
Choose a mantra with 1 or 2 vowel-based sounds, perhaps
with a soft consonant, such as 'm', 'n', or 's', to assist in resonance. If you like a hard consonant, such as 'd', 'g', or 'k', soften it by sanding the sonic kick down.
The basic idea is a calming vibration, as in the classic ōm.
As breath is a crucial aspect of being, mantras are often chosen as in-out breathing representations.
Think first of vowel sounds you like, perhaps as if they
were musical notes, then maybe add lyrical consonants to
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them. You should be able to draw the syllables out, so that
they may stretch as your mind eases off.
You may at first try a few different mantras to evaluate
their quality. Do so during a meditation session, not as an
abstract exercise among your other mental tasks.
You cannot choose a wrong mantra: if it resonates with
you, it's right for you. Once you find a pleasing mantra, claim
it as your own and let it be a centerpiece for your meditation
practice. Keep your mantra to yourself, unspoken, using it
only as a meditation device.


Prāņāyāma



Breath can harmonize the mind-body with consciousness.
Prāņāyāma are yogic breathing techniques which originated
in ancient India.* The term prāņā is Sanskrit for life force or
vital energy; yāma is to extend or draw out.
Practicing prāņāyāma may be used to settle the system
before easing into meditation. One technique is alternating
breathing through alternate nostrils.
With the right nostril blocked by your finger or thumb,
slowly breath out the left nostril, then breathe in. Then block
the left nostril and breathe out-in through the right. Focus
on your breathing. Repeat breathing out-in through alternate
nostrils for a minute or 2, then begin meditating.

 Minding the Mind 
“Rise above the deceptions and temptations of the mind.”
~ Indian guru Sivananda Saraswatī

The reason that people live in ignorance is that they believe what their minds tell them – esteeming emotions and
beliefs. The Collective think that they are mortal creatures
who face a termination in death; the religious then aspire to
a heavenly afterlife. These are just ruses which the mind has
* Yoga is a bodily meditation practice. Through physical postures,
yoga aims to focus the mind and so silence it, allowing moments
of transcendence. A detriment to some modern yoga teachings is
making the poses the locus of practice, rather than yoga being a
form of meditation.
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fed them, and which the gullible believe. If materiality is an
illusion, so too is life and death.
Nattermind's frequent mental intrusions are nothing but
confusion: losing the thread of the moment for something
which is either unimportant or can wait. Nattermind saps
your mental energy, lessens your productivity, and reduces
your enjoyment of life.
The search for reality is the most dangerous undertaking,
for it destroys the world in which you live: substituting the
comfortable ignorance of certitude for skeptical uncertainty.
The compensation is that living becomes the adventure it
should be, with no real jeopardy.
“Do no become stuck in what you were taught or what you
have learned. Eventually, you will have to throw it all away.”
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
In theory, attaining enlightenment is easy: clear your
head. In practice, attaining enlightenment is hard, as you
have long had the bad habit of letting your mind run the
show. Taking control of your life by taking control of your
mind is an arduous endeavor. Fortunately, it only needs to
be done one moment at a time.
The transition from ignorance to enlightenment is ultimately a change in state of consciousness. Assuredly making
that move is a matter of unrelenting discipline.
You must best the raging beast between your ears: your
mind. The difficulty of this domestication cannot be understated, as the mind is determined not to keep its flap shut.
Your mind has long grown used to being the ruler of your life.
Your taking charge is a coup d'état to which the mind will not
sit still.
“The obstinacy of the mind must be curbed with resoluteness.” ~ Anandamayi Maa
You are either a slave to your mind or its master. If you
decide to take charge, stick with it. Only with relentless determination will you succeed. Of all things, you surely can
conquer yourself.
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Even in ignorance, most mentation is subconscious. The
difference in attaining enlightenment is only a matter of degrees: have the mind do all its work quietly, until called upon
for an explanation.
There are only 2 valid areas of mentation: enjoyment and
skill (which naturally involves problem-solving). Skill transpires subconsciously, even as its exercise requires conscious
focus. Speaking is exemplary. Intention to convey produces
speech. You don't consciously think the words you say prior
to speaking them, you just focus on the act of speaking.
Learning also occurs subconsciously, albeit abetted by desire
and concentration.
Merely desire knowledge or a solution to a problem rather
than trying to figure things out. Leave your mind to do its
job. Insist that the mind work mutely and relate only the answer sought. Then consider veracity.
“Automatic thinking causes us to simplify problems and see
them through narrow frames. We fill in missing information
based on our assumptions about the world and evaluate situations based on associations that automatically come to mind
and belief systems that we take for granted. In so doing, we may
form a mistaken picture of a situation.” ~ American economist
Karla Hoff
Assumption is the laziest habit; an arrogance by the mind
that it knows what is going on. You don't notice assumptions
which succeed by being correct. Only those which trip you up
announce themselves – an heuristic of axioms gone awry.
Don't foreclose discovery or let error slip in by assuming.
Be alert to the uniqueness of every situation, and constantly
frosty toward overconfidence.

Learning is autonomic training: the mind absorbs what it
deems significant. Conversely and contrastingly, analysis,
which is the foundation of mental skill, requires interrogative
evaluation. Acquire the habit of doubting your mind's facile
conclusions.
Better yet, draw as few conclusions as you can. The only
thoughts you need to have are those which apply to the task
at hand. Consider inferences carefully.
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You have an innate inclination to believe what you experience as true; a built-in mechanism for ignorance. This natural gullibility extends to information from others. Quell this
proclivity. Accept nothing prima facie.
Distrust generalizations, which are always simplifications. The richness of life is in details which belie categorizations and any generalities which may be drawn from them.
Skill involves precision. The application of skill has no need
of broad strokes.
“To generalize is to be an idiot.” ~ English poet William
Blake
The subconscious mind decides its take on an event before
presenting its evaluation to you. Enjoyment is merely a received reaction. If entertainment is not attained on first impression, demand a better perspective from your mind.

“Though appearing to be intelligent, thought is unable to
comprehend anything really.” ~ Indian guru Vasistha

The 3 principle hooks that the mind has to keep you ignorant are desires, emotions, and beliefs. You remain ignorant
as long as you remain attached to any of those 3.
Let thoughts, desires, and emotions go as soon as they
come to attention. Command your mind to be silent. Focus on
your environment, such as your breathing, whenever you are
interrupted by nattermind. With practice, this becomes easier, as the mind will relent.
Abandon all beliefs. There are no truths, nothing worth
believing. Beliefs create biases which blind you to a larger
world which is more nuanced and subtler. Beliefs wash out
the richness of individual experiences by seeing through stereotypic lenses.
“The last function of reason is to recognize that there is an
infinity of things that are beyond it.” ~ French philosopher and
mathematician Blaise Pascal
Mundane moments of involvement are the process of everyday life. Beyond that, remain an unattached witness, and
perceive clearly the world before you.
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Distinguish between the facts in front of you and the attachments the mind makes of them. Discard the labels and
emotional couplings and deal with the actual.
Detach from the fanciful notion that you control outcomes
and just steer the best you can. Take your satisfactions from
doing the best you can, whatever happens. The odds are always in your favor only if you favor what is and not what you
mind tells you should be. If you flub, take satisfaction in being handed a learning experience, as well perhaps the opportunity to have a laugh at your own fallibility.
Be present in the present. That is all you have to do.


Daydreams



“Constipated thoughts clog the day.” ~ American author
Richard Ratliff

The mind naturally tries to draw you in with daydreams:
scenarios about what might be, or what might have been.
Such daydreaming is as normal as the ignorance of the Collective, because the mind running the show is how ignorance
is sustained.
The mind sinks its hooks into children with active imagination. Nattermind engenders ignorance early in life by generating imaginary worlds (paracosms) which obscure
knowledge of one's own true nature.
Never daydream. Stay focused on the present moment
and the task at hand. As long as the mind is in control, you
are at its mercy.
“Television is simply automated daydreaming.” ~ American
jurist Lee Loevinger


Negativity



Note your mind's reaction if it is not what it should be,
such as some bias or negative emotion. In such an instance,
direct your mind to reevaluate and consider empathy or sympathy.
You cannot understand someone you reject outright, as
your mind builds a shell of antipathy which thwarts analysis.
Break the shell and tell the mind to subconsciously consider
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the point of view of the disliked subject: an empathic examination. Ask for specifics about what is disliked. From this you
may better learn your own biases.
If you have some self-interest in the disliked person, have
your mind analyze how your relationship might be adjusted
through empathic communication.
If the situation with a disfavored person is untenable,
keep the subject at maximum psychological distance, regardless of physical proximity. You may be back where you
started, but the analysis gives you closure. Give it no further
thought beyond putting that person in your past as soon as
possible.
Be careful not to generate negative dynamics with others.
You have noticed that people do not like to be criticized, so
don't do it. After all, if they had an inkling, there would be no
need to suggest improvement. You cannot clear your path by
trying to levitate the obstacles before you.
You can never teach what someone does not want to
learn. However noble the desire, preaching is a futility.
In short, navigate your way to a higher plane of being by
averting the shoals of negativity whenever they are encountered.
“If you realized how powerful your thoughts are, you would
never think a negative thought.” ~ American guru Mildred Norman


Frustration



“I have had just about all I can take of myself.” ~ American
writer S.N. Behrman

You want to control your world and expect it to be predictable – oops. Expectation is the bastard of belief, sired by
anticipation, the sibling of assumption.
“Expectation is the mother of all frustration.” ~ Spanish actor
Antonio Banderas
Life is a series of encounters. However seasoned in savvy
that you might think you are, surprises are in store. The unexpected is what keeps life interesting… and manufactures
frustration.
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Every encounter is an expenditure of time. Rather than
thinking you know the temporal cost of a task or activity, figure instead that the time toll is always a discovery process.
What you think you know is only a statistical average at best,
and the mind is bad bean-counter of time.
You may tend to view time or resources spent as an investment, even as a reward remains unforeseeable. Some
things simply don't pay back. Avoid the "sunk cost" fallacy of
thinking in terms of outcome in lieu of enjoying the process.
Appreciate that the only guarantee that life offers is the
prospect of learning, and that you are going to pay for your
education. Frustration has no reward.


Mindfulness



Throughout history, many techniques have been falsely
advertised as paths to mental health. One to avoid which has
become quite popular in the 21st century is mindfulness meditation. This ill-conceived scheme is contraindicated by its
practice of indulging the mind by monitoring thoughts. The
mind is full enough of itself without watching it run wild.
The label is a ruse. Mindfulness is not meditation.
“It is the mind that tells you that the mind is there. Don't be
deceived. It is the blank refusal to consider the convolutions and
convulsions of the mind that can take you beyond it.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

 Self 
“Your sense of self, your identity, is derived from your mind.”
~ German guru Eckhart Tolle

The worst thing you can do to yourself is to think of yourself as a self. You are not your mind-body. You are a consciousness encased in a mind-body, always emergent in the
present moment, a learning gyre of interactivity – a process
posing as a person.
Your mind-body is merely your vehicle in actuality. Proverbially, your mind-body may be a sleek BMW or a beat-up
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old Ford; either way, you can't trade it in. Don't even try. Beyond maintenance (which is vital to health), accept the ride
for what it is.
If you can cosmetically dress yourself up a bit to ease your
way socially, do so; but don't bother with self-esteem or any
of that nonsense.
You are not the accumulation of your past. The past does
not exist. Don't let the past live in you. Your memories should
mean nothing beyond the skills you have acquired, and their
only value is in their exercise.
Do not reminisce. Hold no sentiment. To do so is to be entrapped by the mind, using its sweetest lures.
Do not characterize yourself, internally or to others. You
are neither this nor that. To define yourself is put yourself
into a cage which limits you. Think of everything, including
yourself, as a proceeding with parameters of operation (modus operandi).
To consider yourself as something with intrinsic value is
to be a mere blob of conceit. You'll see a lot of them about.
Don't be one.
Flow through life. Live to learn and to enjoy.

 Judgment 
“Judgment is the typical act of intelligence. Perception is a
judgment of place; memory, a judgment of time; imagination, a
judgment of ideal worth.” ~ American philosopher John
Dewey

Stop thinking that anything is black-and-white. Appreciate nuance. Stop categorizing. See the world in all its shades.
Nature is truly wondrous, in every way. Appreciate it for
what it is. Sense the interconnections. Experience the entanglement.
All before you are merely symbols. Like the shiny ones
and leave the dull and dirty ones alone.
Conventional wisdom is that judgment is spiritually bad.
Very funny. 'Conventional wisdom' is an oxymoron.
Discrimination is the mental quality of discerning quality. Do it to the fullest. After all, aren't you trying to be a
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wonderful process? Defining wonderful is itself a judgment.
You cannot be what you cannot conceive.
All that you have is the play of concepts. Play the finest
concepts you can find.
Your mind naturally employs heuristics to save itself effort. Anytime you notice a judgment that has a whiff of negativity, bias, or selfishness, understand the heuristic by
having the mind explain the reasoning behind it. Have your
mind finetune its heuristics.
The dynamic of improving mental health is treating your
own mind as your personal servant: to do the bidding of your
will, which is to be as fluidly productive and entertained as
possible.
It is only slightly ironic that you must use your mind to
discipline your mentation. Your mind is all that you have to
work with, and it is multifaceted. Think of your mind as a
muscle which must be prudently exercised – not allowed to
strain itself with the overexertion of nattermind, nor, conversely, to lazily set yourself in cruise control and let your
mind run your life as it has. In short, witness with will.
Critically examine the symbols that serve as your headlights. If an idea isn't working for you, drop it. There is no
end of ideas. Without beliefs, you can readily adopt any notion that might suit the occasion.
“A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.”
~ American philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson
Within reason and economy, insist on the best. Especially
demand of yourself – you as a process – to give the finest results possible. A concept is only as good as its application. Be
a crafter of your life by honing your selection and application
of concepts.
“Experience is simply the name we give our mistakes.”
~ Irish writer Oscar Wilde
Don't let it unduly bother you if you make a mistake.
You've messed up so many times you should be used to it by
now. Do your best while accepting the limitations of your
shell.
“Success consists of going from failure to failure without loss
of enthusiasm.” ~ English politician Winston Churchill
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You cannot undo anything. Beyond necessary remedy,
move on.

 Decisions 
“Most decisions are seat-of-the-pants judgments. You can
create a rationale for anything. In the end, most decisions are
based on intuition and faith.” ~ American technologist Nathan
Myhrvold

You regularly have to make decisions based upon insufficient information. Only after you decide does time reveal
whether the decision was sagacity, foolery, or something in
between.
Decisions are always an intuitive leap from an initiating
desire. Especially for the most significant decisions, which alter your life's dynamics, the piddling capacity of conscious
reasoning is sorely inadequate to capture and analyze the
manifolds of implications. You must rely upon the mind's
subconscious cauldron to brew a solution. Insight is always
subconsciously derived.
“It is always thus, impelled by a state of mind which is destined not to last, that we make our irrevocable decisions.” ~
French novelist Marcel Proust
The only way to hone your decision-making skill is to
train your mind. Only by heightening sentience, lessening attachments, better comprehending processes, and fathoming
the source of your satisfactions can you put yourself on the
right path sure-footedly – well, as sure as can be considering
all the imponderables and the vicissitudes that the unforeseeable future injects.
“It's not hard to make decisions when you know what your
values are.” ~ American businessman Roy O. Disney
The glide path of your life smooths as you elevate yourself
and gain contentment. Things which once seemed important
melt away. You perceive qualities which were obscured and
discard inessentials toward more prudent gratification.
Like comedy, the quality of decisions involves timing.
“The value of effort is timeliness.” ~ Chinese philosopher
Lao Tzu
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“Even a correct decision is wrong when it was taken too late.”
~ American businessman Lee Iacocca

Make decisions that serve your self-interest while being
morally decent. To make a decision for others' benefit but
your own detriment is to assume the cost of a false responsibility. Slave not.
“We must make the choices that enable us to fulfill the
deepest capacities of our real selves.” ~ American mystic
Thomas Merton

 Lifestyle 
“The supreme calling of every human being is to aspire to
self-realization.” ~ Anandamayi Maa

The ambition to enlightenment is as much a lifestyle
choice as it is interior refurbishment. The decision to forgo
suffering is a determination to release yourself from the ball
and chain of ignorance, to free yourself from being shackled
to the world by your mind.
Your mind-body is your instrument for dealing with and
enjoying your life. Becoming enlightened is a finer tuning of
that instrument. There are practical, physical steps to accelerate your ascent to enlightenment and live in peak condition
(everyone's peaks being relative).


Desire & Attachment



“An object in possession seldom retains the same charm that
it had in pursuit.” ~ Roman author Pliny the Younger

Your only physical needs are sleep, warmth, sustenance,
and some bodily comfort. The mind too insists on its own comfort, but that only means something if you are letting your
mind run your life.
Your desires arise from attachment to specific symbols
which you identify as bringing seconds of pleasure. Your
wishful motifs are always about consuming something,
whether you eat it, look at it, listen to it, touch it, or just
spend time with it.
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You consume the scenery like you do a cupcake; the only
difference is that the scenery doesn't wind up in your stomach. Whatever you consume, the satisfaction is always and
only in your mind.
“The mind is everything.” ~ Indian guru Buddha
Desires are products of the mind and fulfilled in the mind.
Whatever you do to fulfill a want is merely instrumental.
What you do in the world you are really doing in your mind.
Actuality may be physical, in it's really all a mental mirage.
You are never going to run out of desires. The last desire
of a realized person is to be done with this life – the will to
live spent.
So, the problem is not desire per se. Instead, the issue is
attachment to desires.
Your desires are to consume. In contrast, when you are
attached to something, it is you who is being consumed: your
desire is so strong that it clouds your judgment and unbalances your perspective. To consume is to be consumed.
Work product and skill acquisition aside, the idea of time
as an investment is a fiction. The past does not exist, and you
cannot change it. Out of the ever-present lies the prospect of
a brighter future only with courage.
Abandon fear and other emotional tethers which hold you
back. Only by disentangling yourself can you attain the clarity of enlightenment. Find contentment by abandoning attachment altogether. Live for entertainment value and the
intrinsic reward of work well done.
“Contentment is natural wealth. Luxury is artificial poverty.”
~ Greek philosopher Socrates


Diet



“Eat little, sleep sound.” ~ Iranian proverb

Eating right is a regimen. Eat as little as you can and still
stay vigorous. Go to bed every night on an empty stomach.
Get a bit of exercise before breakfast.
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Eat mostly fresh fruit and vegetables.* Relatively small
portions of seeds – nuts, grains, and legumes – are good.
The moronic modern myth about diet is protein. Your
cells fabricate 100% of the proteins they use. Any protein you
eat is broken down during digestion to constituent amino acids and acidic byproducts which take a toll on your body.
Vegetable-based proteins are more digestible, and less
acidic, than animal-based. An exception to this is soy. Unfermented soy (including tofu) taxes the system and should not
be eaten. Processed soy protein is a dietary abomination.
On a vegan diet that includes vegetables (not just fruit),
is impossible not to eat more than enough protein. Too much
protein ages you, as protein is the most digestively-taxing
food.
If you are eating well – that is, not too much – your cells
get many of their amino acids from recycled cellular components, topped off by fresh food supplies. If you are eating too
much, you are getting fat, and your cells are not operating
efficiently.
You get fat by eating too much, regardless of what you
eat. As an evolutionary trade-off to maintaining energy-expensive muscle mass, the human body readily stores excess
nutrients as fat, and gets energy from fat cells when the food
supply runs short.
Vegetable fats, such as avocados, are good for you. Fat in
your diet has nothing to do with the fat on your body. Consumed sugar is readily stored as fat.
Other than fruit and honey, which are great for you, sugars are bad. Processed sugar of any sort is never healthy. Processed honey is not nearly as healthy as raw honey.
Most the stuff sold in supermarkets as food is not food –
it's slow-motion poison. Unless the ingredients are healthsome and the product positively yummy, avoid processed
foods.
Dairy clogs your system horribly. You are not a calf, so
consuming cow's milk or cheese, with its copious animal fats
and proteins, is unhealthy.
* Spokes 4: The Ecology of Humans covers health, including diet,
nutrition, exercise, sleep, and mind-altering substances.
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Eggs are generally considered dairy but are in a class by
themselves as a rich source of digestible protein, vitamins,
and minerals – everything an embryo needs for development.
Eat eggs sparingly.
Meat is an all-out assault on your health. Seafood used to
be good for you, but the world's oceans and waterways are
now so polluted that the health risks of fish and other seafoods generally outweigh their benefits.
Food represents the penultimate physical trade-off. While
food is essential, the countdown clock to your death takes a
tick every time you eat. You only have so many meals in you.
Eating consumes you at funeral pace.


Chemical Abuse



“Beer. Now there's a temporary solution.” ~ American
cartoon character Homer Simpson

Taking mind-altering substances is a popular pastime
among the Collective. Alcohol is a perennial favorite. Many
other drugs to muddle the mind are used. Several American
states have legalized marijuana so that the populace can
deepen their stupidity.
The reason people besot themselves is to gain a reprieve
from the mind's unsettling predations. Making yourself stolid
is no solution.
You cannot attain a higher state of consciousness by indulging in substances which dull awareness. Instead, raise
awareness by constantly focusing on the task and environment before you, not what comes from nattermind. Resolutely quiet the mind when it intrudes. With determination
to live transcendentally you will succeed: the mind will quiet.


Exercise



Regular exercise is critical to good health. Exercise your
mind by learning. Absorb information of any and every kind.
Your life is a play of fictions. Enrich the play.
Walk a lot, preferably amid Nature. Even just being outside in natural surroundings is healthful.
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Exercise your body regularly. Elevate your heart rate.
Give those muscles a workout. Don't overdo it. Your joints
will get you before your muscles ever do.


Sleep



“Sleep is the chief nourisher in life's feast.” ~ English poet
and playwright William Shakespeare

Sleep as much as your mind-body wants. One of the grim
sins of the modern lifestyle is insufficient sleep.


Hobbies



Your goal in life should be enjoying yourself. Any abiding
feeling of positivity you experience comes from your connection with Ĉonsciousness. This you accomplish by being, without need of doing.
Abandon the idea of your own self or the world as holding
intrinsic value. Both are illusions in which you should not
overly indulge, and never invest in.
Any satisfaction with accomplishment should be in the
process of craft work: of skill exercised and furthered by
learning to be even better. Results are mere artifacts.
Do nothing that revs the mind. Do not compete. The mental act of competition is investment in the illusion of self, and
in making performance itself a prize. Only ignorant people
compete. If you want to amuse yourself by doing something
socially, where you focus and try to do your best – well, that
sounds like fun.
Whatever you do, do it elegantly. Make grace your goal.


Social Relations



“The world is full of contradictions, hence your search for
harmony and peace. These you cannot find in the world, for the
world is the child of chaos.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

As enlightenment dawns, you are likely to increasingly
find the noise of ignorance disagreeable. Solitude becomes
more appealing.
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Smug ignorance is a common mental illness among the
Collective, especially the cocky. The foolery of 'scientific' naïve realism – faith in actuality as reality – can be as hard to
take as the tripe of theist religiosity.
Do not contend. You cannot clue the clueless. The Collective are a fickle lot when it comes to wisdom: far less interested in learning than in preserving their self-esteem and
social standing.
“The ignorant man is ignorant of his ignorance.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj
Ignorance manifests as evil. Malevolent people are
merely symptoms of the rot in an ignorant world.
“The only good is knowledge, and the only evil is ignorance.”
~ Socrates
Morality is fairness. Act morally. If you take, give back.
Reciprocity remains the ink in which sensible social relations
are written. If you decide to give, do so without the expectation of return.
Meet your acknowledged obligations but feel no further
duty. Do not accept false responsibilities.
Invest in your own well-being. Beyond social grace, feel
no obligation of undue attentiveness or generosity to others.
Becoming enlightened is not a transformation into a vending
machine of beneficence.
Beyond necessity, the only value of sociality is entertainment. Spirituality does not preclude liveliness. Do not confuse engagement with attachment. Dance a jig with a smile.
Remain the witness to all before you. Maintain your psychospace, so that you may judge the qualities of your own acts
with the same scrutiny you do others. Look at your own shortcomings as steppingstones for improvement. Constantly aim
to raise your game.
You may change yourself, but you cannot change anyone
else. Don't try. The question is never whether someone will
change sufficiently for you to be comfortable with them. Instead, the issue is whether the discomfort someone else inspires in you is worth their presence in your life.
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 Synopsis 
“It's not what happens to you, but how you react to it that
matters.” ~ Epictetus

You cannot alter your past, but you can better your
future. That possibility begins now. Living is itself a skill.
Excellence is an exercise of self-control. You must discipline
yourself to live transcendentally.
“Habits are qualities of the soul.” ~ Tunisian historian Ibn
Khaldun
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an
act but a habit.” ~ Aristotle
The process of attaining the contentment of enlightenment comes from domesticating the mind. Meditating daily
is indispensable.
“The value of regular meditation is that it takes you away from
the humdrum of daily routine and reminds you that you are not
what you believe yourself to be. For a seeker of reality there is
only one meditation: the rigorous refusal to harbor thoughts. To
be free from thoughts is itself meditation.” ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj
Learn to live in meditation via subduing the mind. Let
thoughts, desires, and emotions flow past without giving
them attention. Insist that the mind squelch its noise and
quietly do its job. Then iteratively refine the mind's outputs
to the degree needed for optimal efficacy and enjoyment. The
mind improves itself as you demand better from it.
Comprehend that concepts are not actuality. All concepts
are merely instruments of the mind. Their only legitimate
employments are for amusement and skill.
Lacking mental discrimination, the Collective facilely
mistake their thoughts, emotions, and beliefs as representing
reality. They live in their own self-constructed fantasy which
they take as real, and even insist it is so. This is the nature
of ignorance.
The journey to freedom is a discipline which necessitates
giving up all attachments, as these are the chains by which
your mind binds you.
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Assume nothing. Abandon all axioms, all beliefs, all expectations. Expectation is only a formula for disappointment.
Be skeptical. Disbelieve.
Actuality is not reality. Yes, you must deal with being
trapped in your mind-body shell until it expires. The vital opportunity is witnessing entertainment and creating some for
yourself. Believing any of it does not improve the show, but
can in fact detract, as you have already experienced.
The world is a mirage made by your mind. Your life is
nothing more than a parade of abstractions. To believe in
symbols as something critical to your well-being is nonsense.
Give it up.
Attaining enlightenment is a process of letting go: of
lightening your cognitive load and living in the moment. Only
by unburdening yourself of your cares can you be carefree.
You are losing nothing, because there is nothing to lose. Fear
and worry have never done you any good.
Emotions are the glue which keeps you believing that
something is important to your happiness. Emotions are the
mind's cruelest deceit.
Quieting your mind will give you greater clarity, improve
your concentration, make you more productive, and elevate
your general mood. You will find the contentment you have
sought by strengthening the connection of your consciousness
with Ĉonsciousness, by living with a clear and quiet mind.
“Keep your mind silent and you shall discover.” ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

“Corruption can only come from ignorance. Seeing the
interconnections between all things, between all beings, only
increases the ability to make ethical and wise decisions.”
~ American novelist David Simpson

While in the world, be not of this world. Elevate yourself.
Yes, there is much evil in the world of men. Alas, you cannot change a society simmering in its ignorance: the inertia
is unyielding. Whatever your situation, you do not have the
power to root evil out. Do not even try. Leave the Collective
to futilely slog through it.
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“Nothing is real. And nothing to get hung about.” ~ English
musician John Lennon in the song "Strawberry Fields Forever"
(1967)


Accept your mortality in actuality. Another adventure
awaits if you want it. The most you can do is enjoy this life.
Nothing really lives nor dies. All that appears to exist is
merely the shuffling of symbols in your mind on a vast, fantastic canvas. Nature is merely an entertainment platform.

The enjoyment of life is an outcome of self-control. You
cannot do anything without discipline, without commanding
your mind. Every act is a product of willpower. Living well is
a skill.
“A steady, persevering, and concentrated effort alone can
lead to realization.” ~ Indian guru Samarth Ramdas
Practice presence of mind: focus on the task in front of
you. Do only what needs to be done and what you enjoy doing
for its intrinsic entertainment.

“Being spiritual has nothing to do with what you believe, and
everything to do with your state of consciousness.” ~ Eckhart
Tolle

The transition to enlightenment is a positive biological
change: an elevation in state of consciousness, not just a shift
in perspective. That said, actively altering your views to accentuate the affirmative is conducive. If something irritates,
find humor in it through ridicule (though not necessarily
aloud). Reject all negativity that cannot serve a constructive
purpose, either in deepening understanding or in savoring
human folly.
As quietude sets in, dissociation from your "self " deepens.
Your psychospace expands. Engage at will but remain the
witness of your life.
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Unlike the rocky journey from pignorance to quietude, the
road from enlightenment to realization is well-paved, a relatively smooth transition.
Watch the connectivity of all that is. In unity consciousness, you are sincerely connected to Nature, coherence, and
Ĉonsciousness.
True spirituality is the epitome of practicality: accomplishing the chores of living by witnessing and savoring what
is. Amusement may be found in abundance. You just have to
tune in the entertainment channel. Enjoy!

Spokes of the Wheel gets underway with Unraveling
Reality: Behind the Veil of Existence.
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 Glossary 
actuality: the world experienced sensorially. Contrast reality.
adaptation (evolutionary biology): the teleological process of adjusting to ecological circumstance.
algorithm: a step-by-step procedure, often employed for mathematical problems. Compare heuristic.
amusement: a pleasurable diversion; entertainment.
analyze: to ascertain and separate an entity (material or abstract) into constituent parts or elements; to determine essential features. Contrast synthesize.
animism: the doctrine that that there is no separation between
the physical and spiritual world, and that a vital energetic
force is inherent in all of Nature. Compare vitalism.
arms race: (the idea of) 2 parties escalating their advantage in
interacting with or competing against each other.
autonomic: acting independently of volition.
autopoiesis: a dynamic of self-sustaining activity; a system
capable of maintaining and reproducing itself. Compare
homeostasis.
autotroph: an organism that makes its own food. Autotrophs are
lithotrophs or photoautotrophs. Lithotrophs consume electrons from inorganic chemicals for energy. Phototrophs take
light as their primary energy source. Contrast heterotroph.
awareness: the quality of being conscious in the present moment. See consciousness.
behave: to act or react in a certain way.
being (noun): a living hofragy-tennet with consciousness and a
mind-body, characterized by its interactions. Compare self.
belief: a habit of the mind to axiomatically treat ideas as true;
confidence in abstractions as real.
bioelement: a planetary ecological element. The bioelements include the atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and biota.
biota: the organisms in an environment.
bliss: the feeling of joyful contentment which emanates from
connection with Ĉonsciousness. Bliss is symptomatic of enlightenment. Compare happiness.
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boson: a quantum that carries a fundamental force. Contrast
fermion.
categorize (aka classify): to arrange or organize via criteria.
category: a group of related concepts.
causality (aka (noun) cause and effect, (adjective) cause-and-effect): the idea that one phenomenon provokes a succeeding
phenomenon. Contrast correlation.
cause (verb) (physics): to effect; to bring about.
cognition: the process of understanding, involving both awareness and judgment. Compare mentation.
coherence: the intelligent interaction behind Nature. Like Ĉonsciousness, coherence localizes.
coherence consciousness: the 6th state of consciousness, with
awareness of the unity of Nature. Compare enlightenment,
realization.
Collective: people who follow their biological urges as natural
imperative. The Collective are slaves to their minds. As believers in matterism and in taking existence at face value,
the Collective are naïve realists.
concept (aka idea): an abstract construct involving discriminatory categorization.
conceptualize, conceptualization: mentally resolving perceptions
into a concept.
conscious: thoughts, emotions, and desires of which one is
aware. Compare subconscious.
consciousness: the platform for awareness in an individual life
constituent, such as a protein, cell, or organism. The 4 nominal states of human consciousness are awake, asleep, dreaming, and transcendence. The 3 elevated states of
consciousness are enlightenment, coherence consciousness,
and realization. A person may be in multiple states of consciousness simultaneously (enlightenment is essentially the
sustained state of transcendence while awake). Compare
Ĉonsciousness.
Ĉonsciousness: the unified field of consciousness. Ĉonsciousness
naturally localizes into individualized consciousnesses. Compare consciousness.
consistent: recognizable from recall as similar.
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construal (noun): an interpretation; an exegesis.
construal level theory: a 1998 psychology theorem by Nira Liberman and Yaacov Trope that relates psychospace to objects
and events as concrete or abstract. Things seem closer or farther depending upon personal involvement with them (physical distance aside). People tend to think concretely about
things perceived as close, but increasingly abstractly about
things at a psychological distance. In this context, abstract
means high-level: conceptually, not specifically, whereas concrete means detailed (low-level).
construe (verb): construct an interpretation.
consume: to engage in via sensation; to be engrossed in.
context: a paradigmatic framework.
correlation: the fact that multiple phenomena coincide. Contrast
causality.
courage: firm intention.
criterion (plural: criteria): a trait or feature for characterization
and categorization; a metric, principle, or rule for judgment.
curiosity: a desire to know more (about something).
daedal: skillful, artistic, intricate.
daydream: an indulged reverie.
deceive: to present a false impression.
deduction (logic): the method of inferring a conclusion about particulars from general principles. Contrast induction.
dissociation (psychology): the conscious state of feeling separate
from the mind-body.
dogma: an established opinion or body of doctrines.
dualism: the metaphysical belief that reality is bifurcated between the physical and the mental (or spiritual). Contrast
monism.
ecology: an interactive interface; patterns of relations among entities; as a subdiscipline of biology, patterns of interrelations
between life forms (e.g., cells, organisms) and their environment (including other organisms); more broadly, the relations between bioelements.
ecosystem: the community of organisms (biota) in a biome (similar living environment), and the abiotic (non-living) elements within the area.
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egene: the idea of an energetic hereditary unit which conveys all
the information needed to create a trait or biological effect.
Nucleic acids alone cannot explain heredity. Compare gene.
emergence: actuality becoming phenomenal on an infinitesimal
moment-by-moment basis.
emotion: a feeling evolved by cognition into a sustained state.
empathy: an imaginative projection of understanding about another creature's frame of mind, whether perspective or mood.
empiricism (epistemology): the presumption that knowledge derives solely from sensory experience.
empiricism (philosophy of science): the belief that Nature may
be entirely explained by physical forces.
energy (physics): the idea of an immaterial force acting upon or
producing matter. Energy is characterized relatively and by
type (how it affects matter). Energy manifests only through
its effect on matter. Though the foundational construct of existence, energy itself does not exist. As matter is made of energy, this fact tidily proves energyism.
energyism: the monistic doctrine that Nature is a figment of the
mind. Energyism differentiates between actuality and reality. Whereas actuality is phenomenal, reality is noumenal.
The basic theory of energyism is that, in concert with a unified field of Ĉonsciousness, an organizing interaction of coherence creates Nature, which appears diverse yet integral.
Contrast matterism.
enlightenment (aka quietude or quiet consciousness): the state of
consciousness with clarity of mind via transcendence. In enlightenment there is intrinsic contentment, accompanied by
an eminently sensible perspective on life (and death). Compare coherence consciousness, realization.
entertainment: stimulation from experience not wholly expected.
entanglement (physics): distinct phenomena behaving synchronously. Entanglement defies locality.
enzyme: a protein that facilitates the activities of other proteins
or substrates. Enzymes typically act as catalysts.
epigenetics: a heredity mechanism via gene regulation, without
changing the structure of the gene involved (that is, without
genetic mutation).
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event: a perceived process with an outcome.
evil: a behavior which is morally vacant and environmentally
destructive, where the environment may be mental, social,
and/or physical.
evolution: a distinctive change across successive generations of
a population.
existence: corporeality, including both matter and energy. See
actuality, manifestation, Nature, phenomenon.
experience (noun): a conceptualized event.
fact: recall of an experienced event. Compare real.
faith: belief in absence of fact.
fermion: a quantum of matter. Contrast boson.
field: an energy associated with a spacetime point or region.
fignorance: fact ignorance. Compare pignorance. See ignorance.
food web: the energy production and consumption interrelations
between biota in an ecosystem.
fractal: a set of scale-invariant, self-similar, iterative patterns.
framework (psychology): a conceptual scheme or system.
framing (psychology): perceiving a situation within a certain
context or from a specific perspective.
framing effect: bias from the context in which a situation is considered, the bias typically involving personal gain or loss.
gene: the idea that nucleic acids instruct production of an organic molecule, typically a protein. Genes do not exist: they
are merely a construal. The actuality of genetics is more intricate than supposed by matterist geneticists, as heritable
bioproduct information is stored energetically, with organic
molecules as illusory material substrates. Compare egene.
genetics: the study of heredity and variation in life forms at the
molecular level.
God: the myth of an immortal supreme being who is omniscient
and typically omnipotent, albeit often inexplicably reserved
in exercising such power in moral ways comprehensible to
mere mortals. The concept of God is object orientation run
amok: one of many delusions construed by believing in what
is conceived as contrasted to actuality, and what reasonably
may be inferred from known facts.
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gyre: a conceptual framework treating a physical system as a
dynamic vortex. A gyre is characterized by its structure,
qualities, thermodynamics, and interactions. See tensor.
happiness: a mood of well-being. Compare bliss.
heterotroph: an organism that cannot produce its own food. All
animals are heterotrophs. Compare autotroph.
heuristic (psychology): a simple, efficient rule employed to form
judgments, solve problems, or make decisions. Compare algorithm.
Higgs boson: a boson which, as a field, imbues other quanta with
mass. See Higgs field.
Higgs field: according quantum physics' Standard Model, the
universal field that imparts mass. Quanta hypothetically
swim in the Higgs field, interacting at different strengths,
and so maintain distinct masses, or are massless if the Higgs
field fails to impress. The quantum representing the Higgs
field is the Higgs boson. See Higgs mechanism.
Higgs mechanism: the continuous process whereby quanta acquire mass. The Higgs mechanism exemplifies the basic
mechanism by which Nature is composed: universal fields localizing, with local fields quantizing into particulate form.
The exposition of Ĉonsciousness works the same way: from
universal field to localized consciousness.
hofragy (a portmanteau of hologram, fractal, and gyre; pronounced hō-fraj-eye): an interactive (gyral) holofractal.
holism: the idea that systems and their properties should be
viewed holistically (from the perspective of being a whole),
not just as a collection of components. Contrast reductionism.
See synergy.
holofractal: a scale-invariant pattern that is self-similar but not
selfsame to other holofractals of the same type.
holographic: semblances where components reflect the whole.
hologram (aka holograph): an image made from recording interference patterns. As the pattern in a hologram is scale-invariant, each portion of a hologram has the same information
content as the whole hologram.
homeostasis (biology): a regulatory process by which an organism strives for holistic health. Compare autopoiesis.
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homeostasis (physics): a tendency toward stability within a system.
ignorance: a state of unknowing. There are 2 types of ignorance:
fact-ignorance (fignorance) and perspective-ignorance (pignorance). Fignorance is not knowing the salient facts of a
subject. Pignorance arises from incognizance of reality. The
casual use of ignorance in this book refers to pignorance.
illusion: mistaken perception; something deceptive by a false
impression.
immaterialism: the doctrine that materiality is illusory. See energyism.
induction (logic): the method of inferring a generalized conclusion from particulars. Contrast deduction.
infer: to derive by reasoning or implication; to conclude from
premises or facts.
instinct: precocious knowledge.
intelligence: an attribution for behaving appropriately; the process of gathering and analyzing information.
introspection (aka metacognition): (the capability of) reflectively
examining one's own thoughts and feelings. Compare mindfulness.
intuition: direct apprehension. Contrast phenomenon.
learning: the process of constructing a conceptual framework.
locality (physics): the idea that an object can only be influenced
by its immediate surroundings. Contrast nonlocality.
localization (physics): the process of locally confining or effecting
a result from a universal field.
logic: the process of chaining concepts together – from a premise
to a conclusion (inference) – in a way that the linkages may
be agreeable (especially to others, else socially considered
illogic).
love: adoration of a concept.
macromolecule: a large compound molecule, commonly created
by combination of smaller subunits. Nucleic acids (e.g.,
DNA), proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids (fats) are macromolecules.
manifestation: an outward perceptible expression of Nature.
Compare phenomenon.
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mantra: a resonant vibration used to attain transcendence.
mathematics: the systematic treatment of relations between
symbolic entities.
matter (physics): something with mass, constructed of fermions.
See energy.
matterism: the monistic belief that reality is made of matter.
Matterism ignores energy as elemental and supposes that
the mind is a figment of something substantial. See naïve realism. Contrast energyism.
meditation: a practice intended to achieve transcendence.
memory: mental storage of past events.
mentation: mental activity.
methodology: a body of methods, procedures, working concepts,
postulates, and rules employed by a discipline of study. Note
that all disciplines are knowledge oriented.
mind: an intangible organ for symbolic processing.
mind-body: the mind and body as an integral life form.
mind-body problem: the unsolvable inquiry into the functional
interface between the intangible mind and the physical body.
mindfulness (aka mindfulness meditation): the practice of paying attention to the prattles of the mind, which has ignorantly been popularized as a form of meditation when it is
nothing of the sort.
modus operandi: a manner of operating.
monism: the metaphysical principle that there is a singular reality, either matterism or energyism. Contrast dualism.
monotheistic idealism: the idea that Nature is within the mind
of God.
morality: the differentiation between social right and wrong
based upon fairness. The philosophy of morality is ethics. A
moral code is a creed of morality.
naïve realism (aka direct realism, commonsense realism, scientific realism): the belief that actuality as perceived is reality.
Nature: the exhibition of existence. See coherence.
nature (of): the essence; the basic constitution.
nattermind: the involuntary part of the mind that acts as an independent agent. Contrast willmind.
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natural philosophy: the study of Nature from a holistic perspective; the common methodology of inquiry into Nature prior to
the 17th century. Contrast science.
natural selection: a discredited hypothesis of evolutionary descent by Charles Darwin, who posited that randomness
slowly led to competitive speciation.
neurobiology (aka neuroscience): a pseudoscience that equates
nerve cell activity with mentation.
nonlocality: entanglement of objects at some distance from each
other. Contrast locality.
noumenon: outside of existence; not phenomenal. A noumenon
is beyond perception, as contrasted to phenomena.
object: something manifest as cohesive matter.
objectivity: the idea that Nature and reality are independent of
consciousness. Contrast showtivity.
paradigm: a theoretical framework.
perceive, perception: mentally integrating sensory input (sensation) using memory. Perception is a 3-stage process: 1) turn
a sensation into a symbolic representation, 2) identify sensed
symbols using memory and categorization, then 3) derive the
meaning of the identified symbols, especially regarding affinity or avoidance. See conceptualization.
phenomenal: known through perception. Contrast intuition.
phenomenon (plural: phenomena): a perceptible event. See actuality. Contrast noumenon.
philosophy: a set of consistent definitions pertaining to a system. The term philosophy derives from the ancient Greek for
"love of wisdom."
physics: the study of matter and its patterns of motion, with the
intent of understanding how the universe behaves.
pignorance (perspective-ignorance): a wrong worldview from not
knowing the nature of existence. Compare fignorance. See ignorance, naïve realism.
precocious knowledge: inborn knowledge. Precocious knowledge
is a telltale of energyism, as it cannot be explained via materiality.
principle (philosophy of science): a conceptual construct explaining some countenance of Nature.
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protein: a complex organic macromolecule by which living bodies
are intelligently built. See enzyme.
psychological distance: the mentally construed remove from an
object, person, or event. See psychospace.
psychospace: the mental, as contrasted to physical, spatial and
temporal environment. See psychological distance.
quantum (physics) (plural: quanta): an infinitesimal chunk of
ripple in a localized energy field that appears particulate (via
quantization).
quasiparticle: an emergent approximation of fermionic behavior. Localized subatomic energies which mimic bosons are
termed collective excitations.
quietude: the state of consciousness characterized by being
awake with a quiet mind – nattermind subdued.
random (adjective): the idea that a system lacks order.
real: that which is, as contrasted to what manifests. See truth.
reality: that which necessarily is, phenomenal or noumenonal.
Contrast actuality.
realization (aka unity consciousness): an enlightened state of
consciousness with an abiding experience of the unicity of
Nature. Compare enlightenment, coherence consciousness.
reasoning: making sense of experience and applying logic.
reductionism: the absurd idea that a complex dynamic system
can be understood by ascertaining and analyzing constituent
elements. Reductionism requires that the something can
never be more than the sum of its parts. Reductionists explain biological processes in the same way that chemists and
physicists interpret inanimate matter. In adhering to empirical cause-and-effect, reductionism is a tool of matterism. See
synergy. Contrast holism.
religion: a shared belief system encompassing the nature of the
universe and life, commonly belied by evidence. Religions are
frequently faith-based, typically dogmatic, and usually involve supernatural agents (gods). Contrast science.
Romanesco broccoli: the flower bud of Brassica oleracea, notable
for its fractal appearance, its relative crunchiness, and delicate, nutty flavor.
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saprotroph: an organism that consumes decaying organic matter. Compare autotroph, heterotroph.
scale (mathematics, statistics, physics, economics): a relative
size or dimensionality.
scale invariance (mathematics, statistics, physics, economics): a
feature which does not change because of any variable representing scale, such as length or energy intensity.
science: the study of Nature from a strictly empirical standpoint.
Contrast natural philosophy. See scientific method.
scientific method: a set of techniques for investigating phenomena, ostensibly involving careful observation before guessing
what is going on, which is known as forming a theory. Guessing prior to intensive observation is making a hypothesis.
Scientific Revolution (1543–1687): a label by historians to ascribe the era in which modern science emerged. The 1543
posthumous publication of Copernicus' essay on heliocentrism is commonly cited as the start date.
self: an individual, perceived as unchanging in fundamental
character. Compare being.
sensate, sensation: receiving stimuli from sensory organs for collation and interpretation via perception.
sentience (aka sentiency): conscious witnessing without cognitive
engagement. Sentience is the ability of consciousness to perceive thoughts and awareness itself. See introspection.
shared subjectivity: the principle that shared subjective perceptions creates an illusion of objectivity via showtivity.
showtivity: the seeming objectivity of Nature via a shared experiential platform provided by Ĉonsciousness and coherence
as an ordering principle for the perception of Nature.
skepticism: the doctrine that all knowledge is uncertain at best.
spirituality: a subjective sense of Nature that transcends purely
physiological and material phenomena.
stolid: insensible.
subconscious (aka unconscious): mentation that one is not aware
of (not conscious of); below the threshold of awareness. Compare conscious.
subjectivity: the idea that manifestation is necessarily an experience of individual consciousness. Contrast objectivity.
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sunk cost fallacy: an inapt framing effect that time or other resources spent in an endeavor are an investment which should
earn a reward.
symbol: an abstraction that signifies something; a representation of a concept.
synergy: an interaction of elements that, when combined, produces a total effect greater than the sum of the individual
contributions. Contrast reductionism.
synthesize: to form (a material or abstraction) by combining parts
or elements. Contrast analyze.
system: an assemblage of interdependent or interacting constituent concepts that form a whole.
teleology (evolutionary biology): the theory that adaptation is
goal oriented.
teleology (philosophy): the doctrine that final causes (ends or
purposes) exist. Socrates, Plato, and Immanuel Kant argued
in favor of teleology.
tennet (aka tensor network): a network of tensors.
tensor: a geometric object describing linear relations between
other geometric entities (vectors, scalars, tensors). A tensor
is a geometric entity intertwined with other tensors. See
gyre, tensor network.
tensor network (aka tennet): a network of tensors.
theory: fact-based explanation about the relations between concepts.
truth: conformity with reality. Compare theory.
transcendence: the state of consciousness where the mind is
quiet while the body is resting but receptive to stimuli.
vibration: a periodic oscillation about an equilibrium.
vitalism (biology): the doctrine that there is a vital energy specific to living organisms, distinct from chemical and physical
forces; a fact generally rejected by modern scientists.
vitalism (natural philosophy): the doctrine that life is essentially distinct from inanimate matter. Compare animism.
willmind: volitional mentation. Contrast nattermind.
worldview (aka Weltanschauung): a cognitive orientation toward life and Nature.
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